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By Vladimir Mates:
The 2004 elections wil lprobably go down in his-tory as milestone elec-
tions. I say probably because we
won't know the true impact of
these elections u n t i l several
years into the future. There are
several issues that have been put
to the forefront this year includ-
ing the war in Iraq, the war on
terror, the economy, education,
and the third rail of American
politics, Social Security. When
choosing we must consider this:
do we stay the course as
President Bush has so aggres-
sively stated time and t ime
again, or do we believe that we
are headed in the wrong the
direction and vote in a new pres-
ident? There are many things to
consider when you go into the
voting booth on November 2. It
is not always easy to break it
down, but one must try to under-
stand the issues at hand and
where each presidential candi-
date stands.
To do this, we should go
back to both the Democratic and
Republican conventions that
took place this summer in
Boston and New York City,
respectively. Both these conven-
tions had as their main objective
to showcase the most talented
and charismatic members of
both parties. The Democrats
presented B i l l and Hi l a ry
Clinton, Al Gore, John and
Elizabeth Edwards, Teresa
Heinz-ICerry, and introduced the
nation to a promising new face in
Barack Obama. The overall tone
of the Democratic Convention in
Boston was one of changing
course. All the keynote speakers
spoke about how much they
believed this country is heading
in the wrong the direction and
that we need to change course,
both in domestic and foreign pol-
icy. The Democratic Convention
did offer a twist: the son of for-
mer President Ronald Reagan,
-~**r
who bears the same name,
speaking about how he believes
stem cell research is important in
f ight ing disease'? such as
Alzheimer 's , from w h i c h his
father suffered. 1 le poignantly
criticized conservatives as being
narrow-minded and not open to
the promise stem cells offers
because of their staunch pro-life
stance. When it was John
Kerry's turn to speak, he was
introduced by fellow Vietnam
vet, former Senator Max Cleland
(D-GA), who is also a t r iple
amputee. The whole acceptance
speech was about his service and
heroism in Vietnam and how he
is fit to be Commander-in Chief.
The Republicans would not stay
quiet long in responding to Mr.
Kerry's remarks.
The Republicans held their
convention in New York City, as
you may well remember (can
you say, "traffic nightmare") .
The Republicans pulled out the i r
top guns in Rudy 'G iu l i an i ,
Arnold Schwarzenegger, Dick
Cheney, President Bush, and
Democrats (yes, Democrats!)
former New York Mayor Hd
Koch and outgoing Senator /ell
M i l l e r (D-GA). They again
stressed the importance of stay-
-(.'ontitincil on /'</!,'<' 2
In a City Known for its Media, CUNY Is Set to Establish a
Graduate School of Journalism Students Will Embrace
____________^^^____^^^^^^^^^^^^__ By Fernando Lopez ^________________^__^^^^^_^^^^_
Anew Graduate School ofJourna l i sm of the Ci tyUnive r s i ty of New York
( C U N Y ) w i l l be established for the
fall 2006 semester for a delighted
student body, many of whom have
long been w a i t i n g for such a publ ic
ins t i tu t ion to be established. For
CUNY and New York, the estab-
l i shment marks the first p u b l i c
ins t i tu t ion dedicated to the profes-
sion in a city regarded as the media
capital of the world.
CUNY's Graduate School of
Journal ism w i l l offer students a
one-year master's program.
Students w i l l embrace this field of
study both because interest in the
profession is high, and also as a
welcome alternative when the only
other schools that offer a master's
in journalism in New York City is
more expensive -- Columbia
Univers i ty and N Y U .
Tuition to attend CUNY's one-
year program wi l l be $2,720 per
semester. While the current costs to
attend Columbia's 10-month pro-
gram is estimated at $32,000 and
about $33.000 for NYU's three-
semester program.
For s tudent journal i s t s , the
location of the school puts the
'icing on the cake.' City University
officials have decided on a 20-story
tower located at 230 West 40th
Street, which was the headquarters
of The /Wvr York Herald Tribune
when it last put an issue out some
38 years ago.
The Tribune was considered to
be the best newspaper in the city at
the time w i t h many respected jour-
nal is t , i nc lud ing J immy Bres l in .
CUNY w i l l occupy six floors of the
b u i l d i n g . The location of the school
also puts CUNY right next door to
the future headquarters of The Ne\\-
York Times when it moves to its
new midtown location.
The school's emphasis w i l l be
on urban journal ism, as it w i l l use
the city as its field of practice.
C U N Y Chancel lor Mat thew
Goldstein said in The New York
Times that the program w i l l cover
"print, online and broadcast news."
Journalism in an urban metropolis
wi l l be a lot l ike having a city
newsroom, which has a city's pulse
and zeal.
Students w i l l most l i k e l y
learn about d i f ferent ethnicities
and cultures as well as their own
beliefs and values. It w i l l mostly
be about New York City and the
way local politics is conducted in
this city, from the mayor's office
to the numerous local districts and
communi ty counci l offices.
Undoubtedly, students w i l l also
learn about crime, poverty, law
enforcement and the ci ty 's jus t ice
system and various act ivists and
community leaders.
CUNY of f i c i a l s w i l l no t t a lk
about any possible professors for
this school to the press because of
pending contracts, but sources who
are f a m i l i a r w i th the project told
The Communicator tha t students
w i l l be learning from "well-known
editors from wel l -known publ ica-
tions." In addit ion journa l i s t s , the
school w i l l be taught by "respected
and wel l -known professors."
"I t h i n k i t ' s great tha t they are
meeting tha t demand. W i t h a
degree in jou rna l i sm, you can do
anything," said Cieralde Parvi lus ,
ed i to r - in -ch ie f of I lie
Communicator. "Today's job mar-
ket demands excellent communica-
t ion sk i l l s ; i t is the primary s k i l l
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You Decide
ing the course in the War on Terror,
and how important it was to topple
Saddam Hussein in Iraq. It was
reiterated, over and over, how
Senator Kerry is a flip-flopper, and
he does not have a real stance on
anything. The most aggressive
criticism of Mr. Kerry came from
Senator Miller, with statements
arguing that Mr. Kerry has been
more wrong on issues of national
security and defense than any other
national figure. Mr. Bush offered
four more years of "unwavering
leadership" as we continue in the
war against terrorism. Both parties
have made their case to the
American people and want our
votes. Here is an overview of
where the candidates stand:
There have been events going
on with the campaigns outside of
the cut-and-dry issues. After
Senator Miller's speech at, he was
interviewed by MSNBC's Chris
Matthews, with whom he had a
very tense and heated discussion,
as you may have heard.
Independent candidate Ralph
Nader has been trying to get on
several state ballots throughout the
country. The Swift Boat Veterans
for Truth have brought serious
questions pertaining to the integrity
of John Kerry's service in the
Vietnam War and his earning three
Purple Hearts. Many books have
been published arguing the blun-
ders and grave errors committed by
the Bush administration, as found
in Against All Enemies and Plan of
Attack. Just recently CBS has been
in a firestorm of controversy ever
since Dan Rather published a story
on 60 Minutes based on what have
proven to be doctored documents
about the president's apparent dere-
liction of duty. All this has
spawned what will be a very heated
contest. According to NBC's Tim
Russert, among others, the true bat-
tleground will be Ohio. This is for
the simple reason that no
Republican candidate for president
has won an election without carry-
ing Ohio and this state has taken a
big hit in its economy, especially in
the manufacturing sector. Polls
that have been conducted seem to
contradict one another, which is
somewhat expected. Some polls
show a very close race while others
demonstrate a double-digit lead for
the president. You don't know
what to believe.
This election is very tight so
far and we will not get any sense of
the results until very close to
Election Day, if not on November
2. The choice is yours. Do you
think we should stay the course and
reelect George W. Bush or should
we opt for a change and vote for
John F. Kerry, or any other candi-
date, for that matter? You decide.
'Dedicated to Informative Excellence'
The Student Newspaper of
Bronx Community C University of New York
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Editorials
CPE: Is It Fair?
To the Editor:
Icommend The Communicatorfor focusing on the importantissue of the CPE in September's
lead editorial by Geralde Parvilus.
I would like to offer a few clarifica-
tions. Students who want details
about the CPE can start with the
university's informational booklet
that is most easily acquired at
www.cuny.edu/cpe. Ms. Parvilus
accurately lists the criteria that the
exam is designed to assess, but she
asserts that the exam "requires stu-
dents to write a comparative essay
based on two articles and two
charts or graphs, and a short essay
is to be written based on the read-
ings." This statement is indicative
of the rampant confusion that sur-
rounds the examination. With stu-
dents so ill-informed about the
exam, the low pass-rate for first-
time takers doesn't strike me as all
that surprising. The exam has two
tasks. In the first task students
compare the ideas in a long reading
(approximately 6,000 words) to
those in a shorter reading (about
600 words) and explain how their
own knowledge and experience
relates to one or both of the read-
ings. Students receive the long
reading when they register for the
exam, but they do not see the short
reading until they sit for the exam.
In the second task students are
given two graphs and a short pas-
sage (under 300 words), all of
which deal with the same topic.
The student is then asked to explain
to what extent claims in the passage
are supported by the information in
the graphs.
Since taking on the role of
CPE Liaison, I have learned that
accurate information about statis-
tics for this exam can be difficult to
pin down because numbers can be
so easily manipulated. To cite the
57% pass rate for required test tak-
ers, for example, is to focus on the
most negative number available. A
few weeks after my bold statement
in an April '04 broadcast that our
pass rate was 74%, I learned that
the source for that information, a
source which had previously and
has since been highly reliable, was
mistaken. That was our pass rate
for the January '04 exam, and I
thought that I had broadcast a
retraction. It seems that I did not;
so, I offer that retraction now.
When I took on the role of
CPE Liaison two years ago, I
announced that I was committed to
this college attaining a first-time
pass rate of 85%. I am still commit-
ted to that figure. Here is the bot-
tom line on our performance: data
from our Office of Institutional
Research shows that to date BCC
students have taken the exam a
total of 2714 times, resulting in
1815 passing marks—a 66.86%
pass-rate. That may not be impres-
sive to some people, and 85% is
still far away, but it is a respectable
start. Our pass rate has been
improving steadily if slowly from
our low point of 61% in 2002. I
consider our record admirable since
a large percentage of students enter
BCC under-prepared for college-
level work and often take multiple
remedial courses.
One aspect of the editorial
troubles me. Ms. Parvilus suggests
that the requirement of two writing
intensive courses is overkill. I
vehemently disagree. WI courses
are capped at 24, which enhances
the classroom experience and pro-
vides students with detailed feed-
back on writing. Most of the class-
es at the college are large enough to
discourage the assignment of any
writing—certainly any writing that
receives substantive feedback.
Consider the professor who teaches
the standard fall-semester load in
my department, five sections.
CMS 11 sections are capped at 40
students, giving the professor 200
students. Even with heavy attri-
tion, there would be 150 papers to
mark. At my most efficient I need
twenty minutes to read a paper and
offer a useful response, and I aver-
age over half an hour. That works
out to at least fifty and probably
eighty hours of paper marking for
each paper assigned in the course.
I have asked many students,
and all of them agree that a student
who is approaching completion of
an associates degree should be able
to compare the ideas in two essays
and explain how his/her own think-
ing relates to those ideas. The key
is to structure the academy to
assure that students have engaged
in this type of thinking and writing.
WI courses are one way to work
toward that goal. I encourage stu-
dents to take as many of them as
they can fit into their schedule and
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H a v e W e L o s t
Our Moral Compass?
As I walk around campusand admire the richdiversity of our student
population, I can't help but pon-
der the true significance of
catch-phrases such as "I've got
to do me," "I'm going for mine"
and "I don't care, that's your
problem." What happened to
the times when we cared about
what happened to our neighbor,
when strength rested on the col-
lective effort of an entire com-
munity, and when "the cause"
meant more than any one per-
son? Traditional values have
been replaced by self-indul-
gence of the seven deadly sins:
Pride, Envy, Anger, Sloth,
Greed, Gluttony and Lust.
The issues of moral, ethical
and traditional values are at the
heart of the current culture wars
and have dominated much of the
political debates in the race for
the presidency. Speakers clev-
erly (or maybe, not so cleverly)
using trigger words to provoke
the populace to instantly fall on
either side of the divide. On the
right, you have those who talk
about morality and values,
while the left invokes evolving
mores and personal rights.
It can be said that America
and Americans have lost their
moral compass. The solid tradi-
tional values that once guided
our business and political lead-
ers have been replaced by greed,
materialism^ and cut-throat per-
sonal ethics and agendas. The
generations that followed the
"Robber Barons" up until the
late 1960's were governed by a
different code of ethics. "They
were no saints," David
Callahan, author of The
Cheating Culture: Why More
Americans Are Doing Wrong to
Get Ahead (Harcourt, 2004)
stated in a June 15, 2004, The
New York Times article, "but
they had very different values.
They grew up during the
Depression, fought in World
War II, went to Harvard
Business School on the G.I.
Bill, and many came from the
working class. They went into
business with low expectations.
They did not have a strong sense
of entitlement. Wealth would be
created patiently over many
years. They were thankful for
what they had been given, and
many had a belief in social equi-
ty." Today, we are bombarded
with ethical issues from the
fraudulent escapades of Wall
Street to lying and cheating on
university exams.
"America's moral decline is
unraveling the fabric of
our nation."
"Our country's values have
been narrowly defined in terms
of sexual morality, family,
drugs, crime and personal
responsibility in these areas and
the steady erosion of values and
honesty in American society,"
says Chris Hedges, writer for
The New York Times, in his arti-
cle, "A Liberal With a New
Emphasis on Old Values." He
continues, "America's moral
decline is unraveling the fabric
of our nation." Callahan, in the
same article, called for a new
social contract in which "people
who play by the rules get
ahead." How should we, as
contributors to society proceed?
What can each of us do to pre-
serve ethical and moral values?
The baseline we each use to
answer these questions is very
personal; however, here are a
few things to consider going
forward - ask yourself, Are my
actions legal? Will my actions
cause harm to another? Am I
able to live with this decision
for the rest of my life? The path
we are currently on is described
by developmental psychologist
Jean Piaget as the preopera-
tional stage of development,
where a child exhibits egocen-
tric tendencies, unable to per-
ceive things from another's
point of view, yet we as adults
willingly revert back to this
stage. Rather than continuing on
this course, let us all take a clos-
er look at ourselves and evaluate
what we can do to be a part of
the solution and not the prob-
lem. If we stop to consider our
personal accountability in shap-
ing and setting examples for
future generations to follow,
maybe, just maybe, they won't
inherit this moral handicap we
have created for ourselves.
Geralde Parvilus
President/Editor in Chief
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Dear Editor:
I would like to call your atten-
tion to a very nasty and troubling
problem of vermin running rampant
in my classroom in the Guggenheim
building. My classmates and I find
this very alarming as well as a big
distraction. We feel that we must not
be subjected to this situation. It is
appalling, and it takes our attention
from our studies. Is this any way for
human beings to focus on their stud-
ies or even feel comfortable with
their surroundings? The sad part of
this cold and eerie fact is that this is
not the only building where this prob-
lem exists.
This problem has been brought
to the attention of head of the music
department on a number of occasions,
but still we are subjected to watching
and fleeing from very large rats run-
ning from one side of the room to the
other. As a student, I say this is unac-
ceptable. As an educator, I would
never sit idly by, and have my stu-
dents in this unhealthy environment,
and, as a mother, I am appalled at the
fact that my daughter, who also
attends BCC, must be subjected to
this unhealthy environment as well.
I ask the college's administra-
tors, as educators, mothers, fathers
and fellow human beings, please
assist my classmates and me in eradi-
cating the vermin that plague BCC
before something horrific happens.






A r t E x h i b i t i o n
Join us in celebrating the 2004
BCC Faculty/Staff Art
Exhibition.
Come and enjoy the creativity
and talent of our BCC family at
the opening reception on
Tuesday, October 12th, 12-2 pm,
in the Hall of Fame Gallery,
Bliss Hall, first floor.
Refreshments will be served;
all are welcome!
THE SHOW WILL RUN THROUGH
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 2ND.
W e I nt e m V P M a i a i
It is with great pleasure thatI welcome our returningand new students to the
2004-05 school year at Bronx
Community College, and intro-
duce you to the Office of
Academic Affairs that is
charged with all campus-wide
instructional activities.
Like you, we at BCC have
been busy over the summer. A
few of our accomplishments
include:
• The upgrading of some class-
rooms with new chairs, desks
and projection screens and
other equipment;
• The expansion of tutoring
services - writing and math
labs are now open longer hours
and staffed with additional
tutors;
• Staffing the Evening and
Weekend Office to better meet
the needs of students who
attend classes at those times;
• Enhancing the Office of
Freshman Programs and the
Office of Student Advisement
to provide expanded services
for incoming, continuing and
transfer students;
• Hiring new faculty to
strengthen our commitment to
providing an up-to-date quality
education for all of our stu-
dents.
Among the academic pro-
grams new to the college this
year are the A.A. degree in
Security Management, and the
A.A. degree in Criminal
Justice, both of which are affil-
iated with John Jay College and
prepare students to enter a
defined career ladder in either
the private or public sector.
Let me tell you a little
about some of the scholarships
available to students. Current
offerings are below and more
are added intermittently:
• National Science Foundation
(NSF) - awarded BCC in




Scholarship Program," to iden-
tify and recruit students into
math and science teaching cur-
riculums;
• Jack Kent Cooke Foundation
Scholarship - provides money
to students leaving BCC to pur-
sue a BA in Fall 2005;
• Belle Zeller Scholarship -
provides merit scholarship for
full undergraduate tuition as a
full-time students attending
CUNY;
• Lewis Rudin Scholarship in
Nursing is awarded on the basis
of merit, commitment and
need;
• Barnes & Noble Scholarship -
$500 in support of books and
other educational expenses;
• Bronx Rotary Club
Scholarship - $500;
• Harry Lesser Memorial
Scholarship - $500 in support
of books and other educational
expenses:
• University Student Senate
Scholarship - provides a merit -
based grant to students who
have completed at least six
credits;
• Women's Forum Inc. - $3,500
for women who, after interrupt-
ing their education, are now
pursuing undergraduate college
degrees.
You can find out more
information about these and
other available scholarships at
the BCC website.
However, The Office of
Academic Affairs cannot do it
alone. You, as the student,
must become knowledgeable
about what is available. This
can be accomplished by read-
ing your e-mail, consulting
with your advisor, asking for
help as soon as you need it and
adhering to published dead-
lines.
My office, in LH 11, is
always available, should you
have any questions.







• The last day to register for the 2004
elections is Friday, October 8th.
• If you are voting for the first time you
may have to show I.D.
• If you have recently moved and your
name does not appear in the poll book,
you have the right to vote on a paper
"affidavit ballot."
• You have the right to have anyone
assist you in casting your vote inside
the booth.
• You are entitled to vote as long as you
are in line by 9:00pm.
• Each voter has three minutes to cast his
or her vote on the machine.
(This information along with "Voter's
Bill of Rights," "How Do I Actually
Vote?" and "NY State - Voter
Registration Common Questions and
Answers" handouts ate available in the
NYPIRG office, Roscoe Brown, Room
312, Ext. 5409.)
DID YOU KNOW?
• Even if you have a criminal record or
are on probation, you have the right to
vote. Only parolees are prohibited
from voting.
• Friday, October 8, 2004 is the last day
that citizens may register to vote and be
eligible for the November 2, 2004 gen-
eral election.
• Thursday, October 7, 2004 SGA,
Student Activities and NYPIRG are
sponsoring a Rock the Vote Club Day
Fall Festival "Empower Yourself, Your
Vote Counts!" from 10:00am to
3:00pm. This event will be hosted by
DJ Carl Blaze from Power 105.1 and in
addition registering voters, the follow-
ing are activities to look forward to:
Prizes to be raffled every 30 minutes
Club gladiator battle
Political "rap battle" contest
Amusement booths, games and rides
Live Latin and rock band performances
Community guest speakers
WHERE TO REGISTER
Students can register in the Roscoe
Brown in the SGA office, Room 201, the
Student Activities Center, Room 101 or
the NYPIRG office, Room 312.
Professor Henry Skinner, Voter
Registration and Education Campaign
Coordinator for BCC and
Chairperson of the Professional Staff
Congress and Legislative & Political
Action Committee, located at the
Alumni Gymnasium, Room 402.
VOTING
The Process and How It Affects Us
••••BSSS5SS5 I , i ̂ ^^sssg^asgs i ' 1 1 b.i iinigsggî s^s^BGeralde Parvilus
The right to vote is arguablyone of the most importantrights of citizenship in a
democratic country, yet a substan-
tial number of U.S. citizens choose
not to exercise this right.
According to the U.S. Census
Bureau, the top reasons given for
not voting in the 2000 presidential
elections are as follows: (percent of
registered non-voters)
1. Too Busy 20.9%
2. Illness or emergency 14.8%
3. Not interested 12.2%
This is unacceptable! This
presidential election is being classi-
fied as the most important and sig-
nificant election of our generation.
Why and how does this affect us?
The next president of the United
States will be responsible for
appointing up to four Supreme
Court justices, the most ever
appointed by a president. These jus-
tices will be responsible for making
and changing the laws of our land
well into the next quarter century.
In the past voting was often a
privilege limited by stringent prop-
erty qualifications and restricted to
the upper classes and to men only.
It is only within the last 100 years
that universal suffrage has become
a fact.
Milestones
• Ratified Feb. 3, 1870, the
15th Amendment prohibited
denial of vote because of
race, color or previous servi-
tude.
• Ratified Aug. 18, 1920, the
19th Amendment gave
women the right to vote.
• Ratified Jan. 23, 1964, the
24th Amendment abolished
the poll tax, which had been
instituted in 11 Southern
states after Reconstruction
to make it difficult for poor
blacks to vote.
Aug. 10, 1965, Congress
passed the Voting Rights Act
of 1965, making it easier for
Southern blacks to register
to vote. Literacy tests and
other such requirements that
were used to restrict blacks
from voting were made
illegal.
In Reverend Jesse Jackson's
public service announcement he
reminds us that "...for the right to
vote, Mandela spent 27 years in a
South African prison, for the right
to vote, Martin Luther King
marched on Washington, for the
right to vote Medgar Evers was
assassinated. The hands that once
picked cotton can now pick presi-
dents." How can we continue to
take for granted what our ancestors
fought so vehemently for?
HOW DOES THE ELECTION
P R O C E S S W O R K ?
In simplified terms,
here's how it happens:
Step I: Primaries and Caucuses
During the month of February
of the election year most states use
a presidential primary to select del-
egates. Some use a series of caucus-
es and conventions. Candidates are
chosen at local caucuses, narrowed
at district conventions and finalized
at state conventions. Delegates
from each state go to national con-
ventions, where they announce the
party's official candidate.
Step 2: National Conventions
At the end of the primaries
and caucuses, each party holds a
national convention to finalize the
selection of one presidential nomi-
nee. During this time, each presi-
dential candidate chooses a run-
ning-mate (or vice-presidential can-
didate).
Step 3: The General
(or Popular) Election
Now that each party is repre-
sented by one candidate, the gener-
al election process begins.
Candidates campaign throughout
the country in an attempt to win the
support of voters. Finally, on the
Tuesday after the first Monday in
November, the American people
vote for one candidate.
When a person casts a vote in
the general election, they are not
voting directly for an individual
presidential candidate. Instead, vot-
ers--in each state actually cast their
vote for a group of people, known
as electors. These electors are part
of Jhe Electoral College and are
supposed to vote for their state's
preferred candidate. The chosen
electors of each state will meet on
the first Monday after the second
Wednesday in December to cast
their votes for president and vice
president.
Electors Elect!
A president is elected if he or
she receives an absolute majority of
the electoral votes cast. If no major-
ity is received, the House of
Representatives selects the winner
from the top three candidates. The
vice president is selected in the
same fashion, but in a separate
vote. If no candidate receives the
majority vote, the United States
Senate selects the winner from the
top two candidates.
Step 4: The Electoral College
In the Electoral College sys-
tem, each state gets a certain num-
ber of electors, based on each state's
total number of representation in
Congress. Each elector gets one
electoral vote. For example, a large
state like California gets 54 elec-
toral votes, while Rhode Island gets
only four. All together, there are
538 electoral votes.
In December (following the
general election), the electors cast
their votes. On January 6, the votes
of the electors are then sent to
Congress where the President of the
Senate opens the certificates, and
counts the votes. An absolute
majority is necessary to prevail in
the presidential and the vice presi-
dential elections, that is, half the
total plus one electoral votes are
required. With 538 electors, a can-
didate must receive at least 270
votes to be elected to the office of
president or vice president. The
president-elect and vice president-
elect take the oath of office and are
inaugurated two weeks later, on
January 20th.
W H A T R E A L L Y
H A P P E N E D D U R I N G
T H E 2000 E L E C T I O N ?
Few people know the real rea-
son why Al Gore simultaneously
won and lost his bid for U.S.
President in 2000. It was the clash
of two mighty forces of American
presidential history that came
together to create the divergence
between the Electoral College and
the popular vote for the first time
since 1888. Hence, these results
brought the election results to the
Florida Supreme Court system and
finally the U.S. Supreme Court.
The Supreme Court indicated
that its conclusions were based
upon equal protection law, and
decided that in order to have equal
voter protection in Florida the
entire state should be recounted.
However, even though there were
weeks left for such a recount prior
to the formal reception of the states'
electoral college votes in Congress,
the court decided that there wasn't
enough time for such a recount, so
five of nine members of the court
decided, along party lines, to select
Bush as the winner in Florida. Later
data indicated that they were wrong
to think that Bush had won the pop-
ular vote in Florida. At any rate, in
its Dec. 12 decision the Court made
clear that if it hadn't selected Bush,
its fallback decision would have
been to call for a statewide election,
since it considered the case to be a
matter of equal rights. It further
indicated that not taking a position
on the matter was not an option.
Strangely enough the conclu-
sion was reached that if the
Supreme Court had not selected
Bush, Gore would have won the
election by a Florida recount.
Instead, headlines claimed data
showed Bush won with more "valid
votes," that he won because of the
partial recount mandated by the
Florida Supreme Court, or that he
won because he would have had
more votes than Gore under Gore's
recount request. However, all of
these suppositions are moot. The
unvarnished fact is that the U.S.
Supreme Court had the final say on
the election, instead of giving the
election back to the people of
Florida through a statewide
recount.
The battle for the presidency
in Florida and the undermining of
Democracy in America cannot and
should not be allowed to repeat
itself. Unfortunately, the Florida
debacle is not solely to blame. The
Census Bureau Population Survey
for November 2000 concluded the
percentage of votes cast for presi-
dent was only 51.3%. Of the 203
million eligible to vote only 111
million voted.
Let us not take for granted the
power, we the people, have in how
this country is run. We give the
Executive Branch their power, and
as per John Locke, we can take it
away if we feel it is not serving our
purpose. If for no other reason
VOTE because you can, it is your
RIGHT!
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A Political Endorsement of the Weary,
the Jobless and the Angry Student
By Fernando Lopez
At a time of grave peril in the cost of attending college Reconstruction Club to thethe world and urgent these days. Since the president Speech Drama and Debate Team,changes in policies need- took office, two-year colleges From the offices of Student
ed at home, I cannot think of have increased tuition by 16%, Activities to that of Academic
anything more important to do and a whooping 35% for four- Affairs, from Colston Hall to
than voting come this November, year schools. Loew Hall, from Meister Hall to
on with life.
As was the history of this
country, there comes a point
when peoples of a nation get
tried of being antagonized, not
taken seriously or brushed aside.
Oh yeah, I'll say this admin- Language Hall, the point is to I think that we are at that point
right now, though somewhat dif-
ferent because most of us are
numb to all the ills of the world.
However, we can make a differ-
ence. Never mind the cynicism
out there; we do rise when a sit-
We are living in highly polariz-
ing times. The presidential elec- istration is on a backward course, vote.
tion is coming to the home- And that's just putting it mildly. Never before in our genera-
stretch, and we will soon learn The truth is that the only way to tion of college students have the
whether we are going to continue start reducing the national debt is stakes been so high. Oh if ever
on a backwards path; one in by raising taxes at some point, there was a time when we all
which is based on the premise of Contrary to popular belief, this should vote in the masses, obvi-
fear, isolationist, neo-republican upcoming election will be based ously is this November. (By uation gets thick. Currently in
and anti-intellectualism, or will on the economy and not by the doing so, it will forever change the U.S, we are faced with job-
we finally try a more seasoned war in Iraq. our political demographic; mak- lessness and rising education
approach. But moving into the ambigu- ing us a priority for would-be costs. Our brothers and sisters,
Oh, I beg your pardon, but ity that is, Iraq, having lost more candidates who want to become cousins and friends are dying for
how did we as a nation go from than 1000 men or women, this president in future elections and, an un-substantiated cause in Iraq,
having an awesomely huge eco- war can turn into something therefore, making our Voices It's no surprise that thousands of
nomic surplus, to a surreal jaw- much uglier than it is if some- heard.) college students, celebs and
dropping national debt that thing smart is not done soon. I am well aware that our vot- organizations such as the New
exceeds well over $100 billion, Some are already suggesting a ing turnout is woefully low in the York Public Interest Research
the worst debt ever in this coun- quagmire. The president obvi- past. And if we really didn't care, Group (NYPIRG) are thinking
try's history? It's shocking, ously miscalculated the post-war it will continue to be that way. about this election. (One of
Personally speaking, I didn't in Iraq, in fact so much was his Some of this attitude comes from NYPIRG's main mandates this
know debt could reach that high, 'miscalculation', miss-judgment a complete disengagement of our semester is voter mobilization.)
The so-called war on terror is the and missmanagement, in addi- nation's political process. Some To all the cynics and
only reason Bush has a shot at
reelection. This economic
tragedy, if we don't do some-
thing about it, will be inherited to
us to grapple with, if we aren't
already. But what's worse is that
of it is out of ignorance or dis- doubters out there, you better do
trust. Others feel that both politi- yourself a favor. It is no joke this
unfit to be commander-in-chief cal parties are virtually the same time around. Get registered and
tion to a premature victory
dance, that President Bush was
when he took office back in
2000.
John Kerry is. That is why I
and that John Kerry or the vote! It's not that hard to do. Vote
Democratic Party is just the less- to regain our footing in the
er of two evils. Some others sup- world, to steer a better direction
the president tries to whitewash am willing to showcase' that I port a third party and, therefore, for our country. Vote because the
these numbers and stubbornly support John Forbes Kerry for find themselves in the minority, cost of attending school is grow-
insists on sticking to his econom- president, and so should all the Many of us, understandably, ing beyond your reach. Or
ic policies, giving unaffordable students, professors, faculty and share this melancholy world because John Kerry is the lesser
tax cuts to roughly 1 % of the staff. So should all of the clubs view. However, it is one thing to of two evils because, once upon
population. Meanwhile, about 2 and organizations here on cam- have this outlook, but just roam- a time in his life, he heroically
million jobs have been lost and a pus and throughout CUNY. ing around as if without a care in stood against that Vietnam War.
staggering 5 million Americans So should the Student the world we live in is another Vote against a backward-look-
have lost their healthcare. The Government Association, from thing all together. Eventually, ing, right-wing administration
number of Americans living in the Paralegal Society Club to the you either have to try and do that currently occupies the White
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N Y P I R G C O N D E M N S F A I L U R E T O
O V E R R I D E G O V E R N O R ' S V E T O E S
H I G H E R E D U C A T I O N N O W A T
R I S K F O R N E E D Y S T U D E N T S
The New York Public Interest Research Group (NYPIRG)today reacted to yesterday's late evening vote in theAssembly by criticizing those legislators who refused to
override Governor Pataki's higher education cuts.
"The failure to override Governor Pataki's higher education
cuts is a devastating blow to students and colleges," said Miriam
Kramer, NYPIRG's higher education coordinator. "We are dis-
appointed that the Governor's arm-twisting of Assembly
Republicans and some Assembly Democrats means that cuts in
state aid for community colleges and financial opportunities for
New York's poorest students will stand. Those elected officials
who refused to support the override acted directly against the
interests of students and their access to a college education."
At stake in yesterday's vote were a number of higher educa-
tion budget items vetoed by Governor Pataki including:
• $3.2 million for opportunity programs like EOP, HEOP,
SEEK, and College Discovery
• $5.4 million for CUNY community colleges
• $13.8 million for SUNY community colleges
• $2 million for part-time financial aid
• Millions in operating funding and full-time faculty for
SUNY and CUNY
• $2.2 million for Bundy Aid to independent colleges
College students across the state will continue to pressure
both the Assembly and the Senate to override the Governor's
vetoes before the end of the year.
Third-Annual "Pokeys'" Awarded for Slowest City
Buses; M34 is City's Pokiest Route at 4 MPH
Some Trips Run Slower Than NY-Philly on Amtrak, Groups Find
o;n Wednesday, September 22, the NYPIRG Straphangers Campaign and Transportation| Alternatives awarded their third annual "Pokeys" — a golden snail on a pedestal — forthe slowest local bus routes in New York City.
The slowest of the city's 190 local bus routes is the M34 cross-town, averaging 4 miles per
hour at 5 p.m., as estimated by MTA New York City Transit.
College student tries to return uneaten
food for partial refund
Andy Pernsleiner, above, cautiously approaches counter with chicken bone ami a few peas.
By POLLY BROWN
Checking hi.s dignity at the cash register, college student
Andy Pernsteiner recently presented a local diner cashier
with a plate of picked-over food, demanding money lor the
vitties he didn't ingest. The cashier-- who
wishes to remain anonymous was
flabbergasted by the whole incident. "It
was both sick and sad at the same time,"
she said. Pernsteiner had a different take:
"1 didn't eat the bone, so why should I pay
lor it?" Pete Woychick a childhood friend
of Pernsteiner's said il was monthly fees tacked on to his
friend's checking account that drove him to the shameless
act. "Andy has been pounded for months by fees on his
"Ididn't eat the
bone, so why should
I pay for it?"
checking account. He's pathetic. 1 never realty liked him
when we were kids either." Woychick who says he
personally was financially saved by Washington Mutual's
Free Checking D e l u x e — t h o u g h t his
childhood friend needed to get his act
together and visit a Washington Mutual
Financial Center or go to wamu.com. Then
he. too, could sign up for Free Checking—-
an account with optional Deluxe services
like free online b i l l pay. "Until Andy
decides to get Free Checking," said Woychick, "I 'm never
eating out with him again. I'm pretty sure I won't return
his phone calls either. 1 might even change my name."
According to the groups, the slowest bus routes in each borough are:
•B63 5.4 mph Between Bay Ridge and Cobble Hill
•Bxl3 5.2 mph Between Yankee Stadium in the Bronx and Upper Manhattan
•M34 4.0 mph Cross-town on 34th Street in Manhattan
•Q24/Q32 6.9 mph Between Jamaica and Bushwick; Jackson Heights and Penn
Station
•S60 7.6 mph Between Sunnyside and Grymes Hill
The groups also found that the weekday scheduled running time for several city bus routes
is as slow or slower than most regular scheduled Amtrak service from New York to Philadelphia.
The groups noted, for example, the M15 bus trip from downtown Manhattan to 126th
Street can take one hour and thirty-one minutes. An M15 scheduled to leave South Ferry at 5:03
p.m., for example, is scheduled to arrive at East Harlem at 6:34 p.m.
In comparison, weekday afternoon runs of New York-Philadelphia Amtrak regular service
(non-Acela, non-Metroliner) is scheduled for as little as one hour and fifteen minutes, with most
scheduled times varying between one hour and twenty minutes to one hour and twenty five min-
utes.
"Many city buses move at a maddening crawl," said Gene Russianoff, staff attorney for the
NYPIRG Straphangers Campaign. "It should not take as long to go the ten miles from downtown
to Harlem by bus as it does the 110 miles from New York City to Philadelphia by Amtrak."
Russianoff noted that even the M-15 "Limited" — with fewer stops than local M15 runs
— can run slower than the New York-Penn Station to Philadelphia-30th Street Station trip, with
some trips taking one hour and twenty-one minutes.
Other bus routes with longer running times than the New York to Philadelphia Amtrak run
include:
• B15 - 1:28 minutes from Bedford Stuyvesant to JFK Airport;
• B63 - 1:25 minutes from Bay Ridge to Cobble Hill;
• Bx42 - 1:19 minutes from Throgs Neck to Morris Heights
•Ml , M2 Limited, M3, M4, M5 Limited, M7, Ml5 Limited, M101, Ml02 and Ml03 -
1:21 to 1:54 minutes from points in Upper Manhattan to lower or midtown Manhattan;
• Q32 - 1:25 minutes from Jackson Heights to Penn Station;
• Q44 Limited - 1:22 minutes from Jamaica to Bronx Park South;
• Q54 -1:16 minutes from Jamaica to Williamsburg Bridge Plaza;
'• S74 -1:17 minutes from Tottenville to St. George Ferry; and
• 878-1:16 minutes from St. George Ferry to Tottenville
"There is a lot city traffic officials could do to make buses travel faster," said Paul Steely
White, director of Transportation Alternatives.
White said, "Bus riders could have quicker and more reliable trips with wider exclusive
bus lanes with expanded hours; priority signals for buses; longer and better
marked bus stops; and the use of on-bus cameras to enforce the exclusive bus
lanes."
Russianoff noted that the seventeen overall slowest bus routes in the city
were all in Manhattan, where traffic congestion is greatest.
In the 2002 Pokey Awards, the groups found that the slowest bus route
in the city was the M96, which travels cross-town in Manhattan along 96th
street. In the 2003 awards, the groups awarded the Pokey to the M23, which
travels cross-town in Manhattan along 23rd Street.
However, the groups cautioned that comparisons could not be made
between the 2002, 2003 and 2004 finding due to changes in the group's
methodology.
The 2004 Pokeys are based on 5 p.m. bus speeds estimated by officials
of MTA New York City Transit. The 2002 Pokeys were based on noon-time
New York City Transit estimated bus speeds. The 2003 Pokeys were calculat-
ed by using New York City Transit afternoon running times and schedules at
the most crowded points for 60 of the most-used local bus routes in New York
City.
In July 2004, the MTA awarded a $2 million contract to a team of con-
sultants to review strategies to make buses faster. The 'Bus Rapid Transit'
study will take two years and is being conducted with the City Department of
Transportation.
Among the possible 'Bus Rapid Transit" strategies which will be
reviewed are:
• Wider bus lanes with expanded hours.
• Longer bus stops to eliminate waits for multiple buses to enter the stop.
• Bus lanes with physical means to discourage other vehicles from vio-
lating bus lanes.
• Pre-boarding fare payment at high-volume times and places to reduce
dwell time at stops.
• Bus priority signals to help late-arriving buses catch up to schedule.
• Scheduling for even spacing while allowing buses to travel as fast as
conditions allow.
The MTA has earmarked $21.9 million in its proposed 2005-2009 five-
year capital plan to fund BRT initiatives in 2007. "That's a good start, but if
the MTA and the City want to quicken buses on more than just one or two
routes, they need to earmark more funds for 2008 and 2009," said White.
The groups have also released two "anatomies" of bus routes — the B41
in Brooklyn and the M96 in Manhattan — detailing specific measures to
reduce travel times.
Mayor Michael Bloomberg has expressed strong interest in "Bus Rapid
Transit" strategies. His campaign platform called for "subways on the surface"
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A G l o s s a r y o f
C o l l e g e T e r m s
By Edwin Roman ^_—„_„.___„..._
Mr. Roman is the new Transfer and
Articulation Adviser at the Transfer
Center (now located in the Roscoe
Brown Student Center in room 302) who
will be contributing a monthly article on
college and career exploration.
The simplest question can sometimesprovoke the most thought. Recently,a student asked me to explain what
an elective was. After I answered her ques-
tion, I actually began to think of when and
where I learned about what an elective was.
It also got me thinking of how I learned
about an array of other college terms. No
matter how hard I thought about it, I was
unable to pinpoint when and where I
learned the definitions of many college
terms. Listed below is a glossary of defini-
tions that may help you make sense of it all.
I would like to encourage you to keep a
copy of this. If you should loose it, keep in
mind that this will be available on the forth-
coming Transfer Center web site.
Academic Advisor: The person at a col-
lege who helps a student decide what class-
es to take, when to take them, how many
credits to take, what major to pursue, etc.
Academic Standards: Standards, such as
a certain grade point average, that students
must maintain in order to remain in good
standing with the college.
Academic Year: Each institution's annu-
al schedule. Academic years are usually
divided into quarters, semesters or
trimesters. See Calendar.
Accredited: Colleges and schools must
meet requirements in academic programs,
facilities, teaching, etc. to be certified by
accrediting agencies. Usually, colleges
must be accredited for their students to
receive financial aid.
Achievement Tests: Tests used to moni-
tor academic progress.
ACT: An organization that produces
standardized admissions tests, including the
ACT and PLAN. Some colleges use ACT
scores to determine admission eligibility.
See Standardized Admissions Tests,
Scholastic Assessment Test I.
Admission Requirements: Students who
want to attend a college must meet that col-
lege's specific requirements to be consid-
ered for admission. These may include high
school grade point average, standardized
test scores, high school courses, etc.
Admissions Tests: See Standardized
Admissions Tests.
Advanced Credit: Some colleges offer
tests for advanced college credit. Students
who receive a high score on these tests can
earn credit in specific subject areas and may
skip to higher-level courses.
Advanced Placement (AP): College-
level courses (designed by the College
Board) offered in high school. Students
may take an AP test at the completion of
these courses. Students with high scores on
these tests can be placed in upper-level col-
lege courses and may receive college credit
for beginning-level courses.
Advanced or Early Registration: A peri-
od of time set by colleges during which stu-
dents can register early for classes.
Alumni: People who have graduated
from a college.
American College Testing (ACT)
Program: See ACT.
Application Fee: A charge to process a
student's admission application. In some
cases, this fee is waived if a student shows
financial need.
Apprenticeship: Training programs that
combine on-the-job training and course
work. The result is certified skills in specif-
ic trades. Apprentices are usually paid for
their training.
Articulation Agreement: An agreement
between two schools that allows course
credit at- one school to be accepted or trans-
ferred and applied toward a degree or cer-
tificate at another school.
Arts and Sciences: A group of academic
studies that may include fine arts, lan-
guages, social sciences, natural sciences
and humanities. The group may be called a
division, college or school.
Associate Instructor (AI): See Teaching
Assistant.
Associate's Degree: The degree granted
by colleges after students complete a two-
year, full-time program of required courses
or its part-time equivalent. These degrees
are offered by many kinds of colleges,
including community colleges, technical
colleges and colleges and universities that
offer bachelor's degrees.
Baccalaureate or Bachelor's Degree:
The degree granted by a college or univer-
sity after students have satisfactorily com-
pleted a four-or five-year, full-time program
of required courses or its part-time equiva-
lent. Students usually receive a Bachelor's
of Arts or Bachelor's of Science degree.
Board of Trustees: The policy-making
and governing body of a college.
Bursar: The person or office in charge
of money at a college. Students pay the bur-
sar for tuition and room and board.
Calendar: How a college divides a year
for classes and grading. Calendars usually
run from August to May or September to
June, with an additional summer calendar.
See Academic Year, Quarter, Semester, and
Trimester.
Campus: The grounds, class buildings
and residence halls of a college.
Career Plan: A set of steps to be fol-
lowed over a period of time to get a desired
job.
Catalog: A college's book of general
information about classes, faculty, costs,
admissions and degree requirements.
Certificate: A document granted by col-
leges after completion of study for a specif-
ic occupation. Certificates usually require a
six-month to one-year, full-time program of
required courses, or its part-time equiva-
lent.
Certificate of Technical Achievement: A
certificate,, similar .to 3 report card that can
be updated during and after high school. It
is awarded to students who master specific
technical skills and knowledge.
Chair: The highest administrator of an
academic department.
Chancellor: Chief administrator of a
college campus; called a "president" at
some schools.
College: A school offering studies that
lead to an academic degree. A college can
be part of a larger university system, or
stand alone. Colleges not in a university
system usually do not offer graduate
degrees.
College Board: Non-profit association
made up of college, schools, universities
and other educational organizations.
College Board administers the SAT,
PSAT/NMSQT tests and Advanced
Placement. See SAT I, PSAT/NMSQT,
Advanced Placement.
Commencement: Graduation ceremony
to recognize students who have completed
degree
requirements.
Community College: College that offers
programs (usually two years or less for full-
time
students) leading to certificates or asso-
ciate's degrees. The Associate in Applied
Sciences Degree prepare students for
immediate employment. Associates in Arts
or Sciences prepare students for transfer to
a four year college or university offering
bachelor's degrees.
Commuter Student: A student who does
not live on-campus, but travels to campus to
take classes.
Competitive Admission Policy: See
Selective Admission Policy.
Conditional Admission: A college may
admit students who have not met all the
admission requirements. To remain, these
students must fulfill specified requirements
before or during their enrollment.
Consortium: In education, an agreement
between schools that enables students who
attend one school to attend class and use
resources at another school.
Cooperative (Co-op) Education: A pro-
gram in which a student combines employ-
ment and study in a career field.
Core Classes: Classes that all students
in a major program or college are required
to take.
Co requisite: A required class or lab
taken with a related course.
Correspondence Course: A class in
which students receive lessons in the mail
and send completed assignments to instruc-
tors. Correspondence is an example of dis-
tance education. See Distance Education
and Independent Study.
Course: Another name for "class."
Course Evaluation: A survey given to
students, usually at the end of a semester.
Students give their opinions about the
instructor and the course.
Course Number: Numbers assigned to
courses to show their level of difficulty or
depth/breadth of study. For example, a 100-
level course is less difficult or narrower in
scope than a 200-level course.
Credit: How schools measure a stu-
dent's progress toward a diploma or degree.
The number of credits assigned to a course
depends, in part, on how much time is spent
in class each week. For example, most
courses offered by colleges on semester cal-
endars are worth three credits. Credits are
also referred to as "credit hours" or simply,
"hours." ,
Curriculum: The available courses in a
program of study at a specific college.
Dean: The highest officer of a division,
college or school, such as Dean of the
School of Education. Deans usually report
directly to a provost, chancellor or the pres-
ident of a college.
Declare a Major: Officially enter a col-
lege major or area of study. See Major.
Deferred Admission: A college may
accept a student but then allow the student
to delay coming to the college for one year.
Degree: After finishing a program of
study at a college, students receive an aca-
demic recognition.
Department: An area of study in a larg-
er college or school. Professors specialize
in an area of study and teach for that area's
department.
Diploma: An official document awarded
by colleges and high schools to students
when they complete required courses of
study.
Discipline: A field of study. See Major.
Discussion Section: When a small
group of students meet to discuss the lec-
ture portion of a class. Discussions are
often led by a graduate student called an
Associate Instructor or Teaching Assistant.
Dismissal: Students can be dismissed or
expelled for consistently poor grades or
breaking rules.
Distance Education: Classes taught over
satellite or local television, by video tape or
CD ROM, through the Internet and by cor-
respondence. Some may be regularly
scheduled; others may be taken when most
convenient for the student's schedule.
Distribution Requirements: See General
Education Requirements.
Doctorate: The highest university
degree, also called a doctor of philosophy
(Ph.D.). Physicians usually receive a doc-
torate of medicine (M.D.), while lawyers
receive a juris doctorate (J.D.).
Dorm/Dormitory: See Residence Hall.
Double Major: Meeting requirements
for two majors. See Major.
Early Admission: Students can take the
necessary standardized tests and apply early
in their senior year for admission to some
colleges. If you choose to apply for early
admission and are accepted, the institution
guarantees you a place and you promise to
attend the institution.
Elective: An optional, instead of
required class. Some electives fulfill gener-
al education requirements outside of a
major.
Emeritus Faculty: Honored faculty
members, usually retired from teaching.
Enroll: To become a student at a univer-
sity by registering for courses and paying
tuition and fees. See Registration,
Matriculate.
Exemption: A course requirement that is
fulfilled by passing an exam in the subject.
Expected Family Contribution (EFC):
Analysis on how much money a family can
contribute toward education expenses.
Extracurricular Activities: Non-required
activities that occur outside the classroom.
Faculty: The teachers, professors and
instructors who teach at schools.
Faculty Advisor: See Academic
Advisor.
FAFSA: See Free Application for
Federal Student Aid.
Federal Pell Grant: A federal financial
aid grant program which is not paid back.
Students apply by filling out the FAFSA.
Federal Perkins Student Loan: A low-
interesf loan for students who show finan-
cial need. It must be repaid after graduation.
Students apply by filling out the FAFSA.
Federal PLUS (Parent Loans for
Undergraduate Students) and/or Federal
Direct PLUS: Financial aid to parents,
processed through a bank, other lending
agency, college or university to help pay for
college. These loans must be repaid with
interest. Repayment begins 60 days after
the loan is issued to the parent(s).
Federal Subsidized Stafford Loan and
Direct Ford Loan: Student financial aid
processed through a bank and/or college. A
student must be enrolled in a college degree
program at least part time to receive a
Stafford Loan. Loans must be paid back
with interest after a student leaves college.
Students apply by filling out a FAFSA.
Federal Supplemental Educational
Opportunity Grant (SEOG): Federal grant
for students with exceptional need.
Students apply by filling out a FAFSA.
Federal Unsubsidized Stafford/Direct
Unsubsidized Ford Loan: Similar to a sub-
sidized Stafford Loan, except interest is
paid by the student during college.
Fee: Money charged by a college for
services provided to a student. Fees are
often charged for lab materials, computer
use and recreational facilities.
Fee Waiver: A written statement that
says that the student does not have to pay a
certain fee. Some scholarships give fee
waivers for tuition.
Financial Aid: Federal, state, college
and private programs that help students pay
for college costs. Financial aid may come in
the form of grants, scholarships, loans or
work-study programs.
Financial Aid Counselor: A college staff
member who helps students and parents fill
out financial aid forms and processes finan-
cial aid money.
Financial Need: Difference between the
cost of attending college and the Expected
Family Contribution. A students (or fami-
ly's) financial need determines how much
financial aid will be awarded.
Free Application for Federal Student Aid
(FAFSA): The FAFSA (the Free
Application for Federal Student Aid) is the
first step in the financial aid process. You
use it to apply for federal student financial
aid, such as grants, loans, and work-study.
In addition, most states and schools use
information from the FAFSA to award non-
federal aid.
Full-time Student: A student who carries a
minimum number of credits or hours to be
considered "full-time" by a college. The
number of credits considered to be a full-
time load varies. Schools on a semester cal-
endar often require at least 12-hours for
full-time status. See Calendar, Part-time
Student.
General Education Requirements: The
broad-based body of classes colleges (often
four-year colleges) expect their students to
take.
Gift Aid: Financial aid that is not repaid,
such as grants and scholarships.
Look for the 2nd part of this article in
the November issue.
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Ramadan
The month of fasting
Rimadan is the ninth month of theslamic calendar. Islam uses aunar calendar—that is, each
month begins with the sighting of the
new moon. Because the lunar calendar is
about 11 to 12'days shorter than the solar
calendar used elsewhere, Islamic
Holidays "move" each year, in this Year
(2004) Ramadan might begin on Oct.
15. Ramadan is a special month of the
year for over one billion Muslims
throughout the world. It is a time for
inner reflection, devotion to God, and
self-control.
Why do fasting?
The third "pillar" or religious obli-
gation of Islam, fasting has many special
benefits. Among these, the most impor-
tant is that it is a means of learning self-
control. Fasting is a way of experiencing
hunger and developing sympathy for the
less fortunate, and learning through
thankfulness and appreciation for all of
God's bounties. Fasting is also beneficial
towards health and provides a break in
the cycle of rigid habits or overindul-
gence. ' .
Muslims do things to please Allah
(God) and they can please Allah (God)
only by obeying Him and practicing His
religion. Ramadan is not only a month of
"moral abstinence," but it also has the
social virtue of creating new bonds of
understanding between classes of peo-
ple. The fast practiced by the rich and
the poor alike reminds the more fortu-
nate of the pangs of hunger that the poor
suffer.
Islam stresses equality; both the
poor and the rich, men and women are
equal as devotees in the sight of God.
God has chosen the month of Ramadan
to be the opportunity for Muslims to
seek forgiveness for their past sins. The
prophet Mohammed (Peace Be Upon
Him) said, "... whoever fasts during the
month of Ramadan with sincere faith
and hoping only reward from God
Almighty will have his past sins forgiv-
en."
Fasting in Ramadan is obligatory
on those who can do it. Sick people and
some travelers in certain conditions are
exempted from the fast but must make it
up, as they are able.
Each night during Ramadan, spe-
cial prayer services are held at each local
mosque, in which one-thirtieth portion
of the Quran is read, completing the
entire book by the end of Ramadan.
Throughout Ramadan in the Muslim
world, most restaurants are closed dur-
ing the daylight hours. Families get up
early for suhoor, a meal eaten before the
sun rises. After the sun sets, the fast is
broken with a meal known as iftar. Iftar
usually begins with dates and sweet
drinks that provide a quick energy boost.
Eid al-Fitr
Ramadan ends with the festival of
Eid al-Fitr. Literally the "Festival of
Breaking the Fast," Eid al-Fitr is one of
the two most important Islamic celebra-
tions (the other occurs after the Hajj, or
pilgrimage to Mecca). At Eid al-Fitr
people dress in their finest clothes, adorn
their homes with lights and decorations,
give treats to children, and enjoy visits
with friends and family.
A sense of generosity and gratitude
colors these festivities. Although charity
and good deeds are always important in
Islam, they have special significance at
the end of Ramadan. As the month
draws to a close, Muslims are obligated
to share their blessings by feeding the
poor and making contributions to
mosques.
For further information about
Ramadan, visit MSA (Muslim Student
Association), at Roscoe Brown Student
Center room #306.
By Mohammad Furkan
Barnes & Noble College Bookstores
Bronx Community College
We Love the Classics
The Buy 2 Get 1 Free Event!
(Offer Expires December 20, 2004)
A Great Opportunity to:
Read Them Again!
Or,
Read Them for the First Time!
Buy Two Classics, Get One Free!
Moby Dick by Herman Melville ($4.95)
Gulliver's Travels by Jonathan Swift ($5.95)
Alice in Wonderland by Lewis Caroll ($5.95)
The Jungle Book by Rudyard Kipling ($5.95)
Frankenstein by Mary Shelley ($3.95)
Selected Tales and Poems by Edgar Allen Poe ($5.99)
Robinson Crusoe by Daniel Defoe ($4.95)
The Time Machine by H.G. Wells ($4.95)
The Hound of the Baskervilles by Arthur Conan Doyle ($4.95)
Treasure Island by Robert Louis Stevenson ($5.95)
Emma by Jane Austen ($4.95)
777e Wonderful Wizard of Oz by L. Frank Baum ($3.95)
Around the World in 80 Days by Jules Verne ($3.95
The Christmas Stories by Charles Dickens ($5.95)
ij; Classic Reads! Classic Prices!
r.-ij. ' , . • )' ,' .t / . -.. -
C l a s s i c C l a s s i c s !
.-• .• • .




to the next level
It is our pleasure to warmlywelcome the entire studentbody of Bronx Community
College to the new 2004-2005.
academic year. To all of you
who are here for the first time
we congratulate you on choos-
ing BCC in the pursuit of higher
education. To those of you who
are returning after a wonderful
summer, good luck as you con-
tinue to pursue your dreams.
The members of your
Student Government understand
the careful decisions that have
been made by each and every-
one of you to attend BCC and
we want to assure that we are
always available to listen to you
and to assist you in making your
stay bete a memorable one.
At BCC everyone is commit-
ted to helping and encouraging
you to succeed, but success can
only happen if there is a great
deal of synergy in place; you,
too, have a responsibility for
your success. Remember that
"Life Is What You Make It" so
be optimistic, hardworking, and
committed to your goals and
dreams. We know that one day
soon we will all be proud recip-
ients of our degrees ready
pursue more dreams.
Al la poblacion Latina:
como celebramos el mes de la
herencia hispana, sabemos que
ustedes estan orgullosos de
quienes son y de la cultura
fuerte que ha contribuido a su
caracter y su exito. Asegurense
de hacer aim mas orgullosos a
sus antepasados mientras perse-
veren en sus estudios universi-
tarios.
Finally, the student govern-
ment looks forward to the days
and months ahead in which we
will have the opportunity to
meet you individually, learn
with you, share with you, and
laugh with you. Always remem-
ber that BCC is your "Gateway
to Success."
English Translation: (To the
Latino/Latino population as we
celebrate Latino heritage this
month we know that you are all
proud of who you are and of the
strong culture that have con-
tributed to your character and
your success. Be sure to make
your ancestors even more proud






10 am - 2 pm
For more than 150 years, The City College of
New York has been a landmark of diversity,
opportunity and academic fire, powering alumni
success stories ranging from Ira Gershwin to
Jonas Sato to Colin Powell to eight Nobel Prize
Winners. Add yourself to the list. From engi-
neering, architecture and education to science
and the liberal arts, City College is the path to
any career, any dream. Take your dream to
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was a dream come true and a reali-
ty of fond memories to treasure.
Our journey began in lower
level Colston Hall where vanguard
French Professor Ellie Fluerant
walked us through the language of
sounds. Every session was an
indulgence. As we delved deeper
into the language, we became more
curious, and it fueled a burning
desire for everything French.
Unbeknown to us, Professor
Fluerant had been planning a famil-
iarization tour that would bring us
closer to all the sights and sounds
we learnt and played with in class.
Then, finally, the day came in early
summer when a group of us from
French 11 and 12 hopped on a
plane and jetted across the Atlantic
to the city of romance.
Upon arrival there was a sense
of urgency to check out the scenery.
Needless to say that everyone for-
got about being jet lagged after our
seven-hour flight. We lugged our
bags into the hotel and charged into
the streets for a snapshot of what-
ever sight was in view. Like kids in
a candy store we gazed up and
pointed as we strolled with facial
expressions that bellowed, "We're
here, Paris at last!" It was every-
thing I'd heard of and much more.
Beautiful little sidewalk cafes, daz-
zling haute couture, fragrances and
an abundance of pastry shops bear-
ing crepes and other guilty pleas-
ures, weakening the struggle to
keep that body beautiful.
The atmosphere and the pace
was reminiscent of the Caribbean
but the temperature felt like a fresh
spring day in the northeast; both
provided a blend that made it easy
for us to ooze our way into the cul-
ture.
"When in France do as the
French do." So, many of the trav-
elers decided to go local and
ordered their meals in French. It
was a thrill to see the waiters look
back at us in awe or with a look that
said, "What in God's name are
these people talking about!" But
Parisians are very accommodating
so we continued with the charade.
It was no wonder we ended up eat-
ing duck when we really wanted
chicken. My friend, who for the
sake of this article will be called
"S," asked for dinner when we real-
ly needed the check for the dinner
we had just consumed. Before you
laugh at us though, give us a little
credit; we were French students
and we took advantage of the
opportunity to practice.
The highlights of the trip were
the tours, including an afternoon
sail down the river and an up-close
and personal look -at some of
Paris's famous symbols: the Eiffel
Tower built in 1889 to commemo-
rate the centenary of the French
Revolution. The Tower stands 300
meters in height and for that after-
noon, I became a fixture on this
great mass of steel.
Another memorable favorite
was the Palace of Versailles. Now,
one of France's treasured monu-
ments, it was built by King Louis
XIV. The palace was abandoned
after Louis XIV's death and fell
into ruins. It was later restored and
today houses treasured artwork of
French royalty in magnificent hall-
ways with surrounding acres of
land and an illustrious garden.
At night there was lots to do
and many places to indulge our-
selves. However, there is always a
downside to traveling with a group
because everyone has their own
^^^B^^^^s^EaHBB By Greg Wiggan
plan of attack on how to literally
"tear down the city." Luckily, ours
was a good group, and we followed
the rules and stayed in small
cliques according to what segment
of the nightlife we wanted to sam-
ple. No sooner than we had forgot-
ten about our credit-card bills it
was time to come back to reality.
This trip was much more than
a familiarization tour. It was a cul-
tural experience. If you are toying
with the idea of studying French
here at BCC, go for it you will be
happy you did. And, hey, you too
might just find yourself in Paris.
Scavenger Hunt





here at Bronx Community
College, and the Office of
Student Activities (OOSA) was
going all out to make it a month
to remember.
First off and," primarily, in
their long list of promotional
events was the "Freshman
Student Orientation Scavenger
Hunt," a three-week event that
was started on August 27.
Freshman students would go all
around the campus searching for
tickets from various depart-
ments' offices organizations and
activities participating in the
event.
Originally, this reporter did
not notice the hype until large
numbers of students were drop-
ping by The Communicator won-
dering, asking if we were hand-
ing out tickets with subdued
hunger and excitement in their
eyes. After we turned them away,
we knew it was time to investi-
gate.
I interviewed Mr. Kirk
Daley, the director of the Office
of Student Activities on the
growing hype surrounding the
scavenger hunt and learned that
O.O.S.A. has been sponsoring
these types of events for years.
"The last scavenger hunt we had
occurred two years ago. We like
to switch up our events every so
often and keep it interesting for
the students." Of course, you
wouldn't want the faculty and
senior students tipping off the
freshman, now would you?
And what a dream that
would have been for all the par-
ticipants; according to Mr. Daley,
there were "around 40 depart-
ments participating in the event."
Of them this reporter found the
library was one of them. Most of
them were pretty secretive as to
where to find the next ticket. And
some simply did not know. To
those freshman students that got
all the tickets they would present
them at the freshman student bar-
becue when the time was right
for a selection from the 'A list' of
prizes of which would be MP3
players, t-shirts, radios DVDs,
CDs, and more down the line.
All in all if there's anything
at all a student will learn from
participating in this event it will




The "ALL THAT JAZZ"lunchtime series premieredTuesday the 21 of September
with Camille Gainer and Tony Band
filling the lunchroom and the rest of
the Roscoe Brown Student Center
with the sounds of music. This up-
and-coming band played lots of popu-
lar music that included hip-hop, R&B,
and modern jazz. While the lead
singer sometimes did not know all the
lyrics, the student and faculty audi-
ence was encouraged to chime in at
their leisure. At intermission, Kirk
Daley, director of the Office of
Student Activities (OOSA), the office
that both hosted and sponsored the
event, took center stage and greeted
the crowd while the band took a
break.
Seizing the opportunity, Mr.
Daley spoke to the crowd about the
importance of school involvement in
all it's positive social activities, and
being aware of all the college has to
offer. He also gave away free water
bottles, T-shirts and other Bronx
Community College paraphernalia to
students who could prove they knew
all about their campus with simple
trivia questions like "who is the vice
president of student development?" or
" Where is the library located, what
building?"
Mr. Daley then gave the floor
back to the band after encouraging the
students to register to vote, plugging
upcoming events such as the freshman
barbeque, the October 1st double-fea-
ture movie night, freshman convoca-
tion, the Inaugural Faculty Speaker
Series, and the promise of more
events for November and December.
While the band played "Step in
the Name of Love" by R. Kelly, Daley
encouraged "all the brave students out
there to come on up and shows us
your moves," with the promise of
winning a rare, limited-edition BCC
T-shirt. One brave guy went up did a
little jig in front of the audience and
won his T-shirt.
And the show went on and ended
at 2pm.
All in all, the show was a fabu-
lous hit with more than it's share of
plugs and promotional giveaways,
giving it the feel reminiscent of a con-
cert taking place at Madison Square
Garden.
The next "Lunchtime. Series"
will take place on Tuesday, October 4,
2004 from 12-2pm in the Roscoe
Brown Student Center cafeteria, with
Annette A. Aguilar and the String
Beans performing.
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BRONX COMMUNITY COLLEGE
CAMPUS SPEAKER SERIES
"One World, One Destiny"
Fall 2004
"The World Trade Organization (WTO):
Are We Moving Towards a Single Global Economy?"
•
Professor Leon Battista
BCC Social Science Department
•
Tuesday, October 12
Gould Memorial Library Auditorium, 12-2PM
So, you want to know more about the WTO, globalization and free
trade ....
Sites to visit to learn more about the World Trade Organization (WTO) and
globalization issues. The emphasis here is on web sites simply for the
ease of access and availability.
/. A. The Structure of WTO
http: //www. wto/org
A very detailed site of all the WTO has done, does do, and plans to do. It
addresses many of the critiques that many of the sites that follow bring
forth as major issues.
http://www.econ.iastate.edu/classes/econ355/choi/wtoworks.htm
There is less material here, but in terms of understanding the WTO and its
structure, this is an excellent site.
~.B. Debate on Effectiveness of WTO
http://www.swlearning.com/economics/policy_debates/wto.html
An interesting discussion of pros and cons of WTO and free trade.
//. Environmental Issues
All the sites below discuss major environmental issues as they relate to




III. Case Studies on Economic Law and Justice
This site will take you through three case studies on how economic law
and justice have been handled via the WTO.
http://www.jeanmonnetprogram.org/wto/Units/index.html
IV. General Critique of WTO and Free Trade
These sites offer varied critiques on free trade as it relates to the WTO.
http://www.zmag. org/chomsky/articles/z9 705-free-markets.html
http://www.globalissues.org/TradeRelated/FreeTrade/WTO.asp
http://www. nex. net. au/users/reidgck/WTODEP.HTM
V. Simulation Game on How WTO Operates
This is a very interesting site. It takes you through various simulation
games as to how the WTO operates.
http://www.model-wto.org/
VI. Human Rights and Worker s Rights
These sites offer varied critiques on the effect that free trade and the WTO







Vlll. China and WTO
Lots of debate exists about China and its role and entrance into the WTO.
These two sites will explore the fundamental critiques.
http://www.fpc.state.gov/documents/organization/23371 .pdf
http://solidarity.igc.org/atc/87China.html
IX. North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA)
If you want to see a free trade critique as it relates to North America, this
site will give you sufficient background.
http: //www. mac. doc. go v/nafta/
Yes, the WTO sounds interesting, but how does it apply to me? How
can I learn more about it, and, yet, still apply it to the class I am
teaching or the class I am taking?
Below are some of the many applications that can be made to different
fields and courses, as it pertains to the WTO, globalization and free trade.
These are just suggestions. This list is not meant to be an end all and be
all. In fact, if you come up with some additional applications, as we are
sure you will, please let us know.
History - you can discuss the history of the WTO, or free trade, or
NAFTA. You can trace this history back to the 1920's. You can look at
the changes that have occurred over time and connect those changes to his-
torical events.
Geography - you can look at "free trade zones" and compare the nations
by GDP, standards of living, climate, topography, etc.
Sociology and Anthropology -you can examine the impacts of free trade
(and non-free trade) on different nations, cultures, and peoples.
Political Science - you can examine the political stances behind the propo-
nents and opponents of free trade. What arguments do to they make and
why.
Philosophy - you can follow up on the Political Science theme, and follow
the philosophical underpinnings of the proponents and opponents of free
trade.
Economics - too many applications to even list
Communication - you can look at how different groups have communi-
cated with each other in the process of the WTO - both in its formation
and in its opposition. The opponents of the WTO are diverse, yet some-
how have managed to organize themselves into a formidable opposition.
You can also examine how the proponents of free trade communicate their
views.
English - you can write and discuss how one makes persuaded arguments
- both pro and con on free trade. Who benefits? How and why? Who is
hurt? How and why? Which side do you fall on? Public Speaking
courses could then apply the same logic to presentations that they could
make in class.
Reading - read some of the sections off the WTO web site and see how it
operates, how it settles disputes. Follow their logic and explain why and
how they do the things that they do.
Marketing, Advertising Arts- look at the job the WTO and it proponents
have done at selling themselves internationally. As well, you can examine
the opponents of free trade and how they have marketed themselves inter-
nationally. You an also look at how companies that may "outsource" jobs
go about playing the public relations game to make their decisions more
palatable to the public.
Business Administration - you look at the structure of the WTO and truly
discuss how such a massive organization is administered and managed.
Accounting - how does one measure the gains and losses of free trade.
Accountants can set up t-accounts and attempt to measure this through
debits and credits. •
Mathematics and Finance - can follow up on the Accounting theme and
explore that further. They can also calculate the effect of tariffs (their
implementation and removal) have on trade.
Paralegal, Law, Political Science - you can study the legal implications
of nations who are members of the WTO. How might a nation's sover-
eignty be affected by the WTO membership? Look at how it works and
why. You can look at patent and copyright infringement
Art and Music - you can look at the discussion of the protection of intel-
lectual property, copyrights, and patents via the WTO. How effective it is?
Are things better or worse?
Environmental Science, Biology - you can look at the environmental
impact that free trade has had on the world. Is it positive? Is it negative?
Can we measure and measure it accurately? (Geography, Political
Science and History can also address these issues).
Computer Science - you can look at the impact the WTO, globalization,
and free trade have had on the demand for your future jobs and location of
those jobs. Where are those jobs being shifted? What is happening to
your salaries and job security because of this?
If you have any questions, comments or concerns, please feel free to con-
tact Professor Leon Battista, Department of Social Sciences, leon.bat-
tista@bcc.cuny.edu.
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Constitution for the
United States of America
Article II. Section 1. Clause 1.
The executive Power shall be vested in a President of the
United States of America. He shall hold his Office during the
Term of four years, and together with the Vice President, cho-
sen for the same Term be elected.
AMENDMENTS TO THE CONSTITUTION FOR THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Article XV. (Ratification completed in February 1870)
Section 1.
The right of citizens of the United States to vote shall not be
denied or abridged by the United States or by any State on
account of race, color, or previous condition of servitude.
Section 2.
The Congress shall have power to enforce this article by
appropriate legislation.
Article XIX. (Ratification completed on August 18, 1920)
The right of citizens of the United States to vote shall not be
denied or abridged by the United States or by any State on
account of sex. Congress shall have power to enforce this , , <
article by appropriate legislation..
These essays are from students in Faculty Advisor
Andrew Rowan's sections of English 12, fall 2004.
Vote Tamara Townsend
A vote for Townsend
is a vote for prosperity
Yes, I Will Vote!
By Brema Taylor -.
Voting is a right given toevery citizen of the UnitedStates. It wasn't always so
for blacks. The 1965 Voting
Rights Act changed things. It was
a genuine struggle.
Even though the Emancipation
Proclamation and the Civil Rights
Acts proclaimed that blacks had
the same rights as whites, in the
South, discrimination was most
prevalent. Just by knowing the
history of black slavery, you can
get a good picture of what we
endured in those times. The 1965
Voting Rights Acts was just
another step in the fight for equal-
ity.
While trying to just register to
vote, many blacks were turned
down. Sometimes the registering
office was opened for a short peri-
od of time, perhaps once a month.
At times, they wouldn't open at
all. Fewer and fewer applications
got processed. There were other
atrocities, too numerous to list. In
small steps, the 1965 Voting
Rights Act helped to ensure vot-
ing equality for blacks. The
change didn't happen overnight,
but it did happen.
Blacks weren't the only ones
discriminated against as far as
voting was concerned. Women
were victims also. The general
consensus in the colonial days
was that women should be bare-
foot and pregnant. Women did
not have the same rights as men in
society. Men made all laws gov-
erning everyone and every thing.
Our rigorous duties of running a
household as wife, mother, and
social entertainer (bridge and tea
parties, balls, etc.) imposed upon
us the wearing of many hats
through life. We must also not for-
get our roles in the Civil War. It
was because of our duties and
relentless efforts that men were
freed to pursue the running of our
government. It also allowed them
the privilege of attending the best
schools, playing sports, and trav-
eling abroad, sometimes alone (it
was not proper for a woman to
travel alone, unescorted!).
America has always been aland of prosperity. From thePilgrims to the immigrants
who seek our borders for refuge, our
land has always been seen as a land
of opportunity. Allow me to take this
opportunity to tell you that as one of
the most powerful nations in the
world we are failing. We are failing
our children. Today's children will
be tomorrow's leaders. We are fail-
ing our parents. This administration
has been dragging its feet on the
issues of Medicare and Social
Security. We are failing ourselves.
Too many Americans lack proper
health coverage. Too many
Americans are either out of work or
barely able to make ends meet. My
fellow Americans, it is time for a
change. It is time to succeed!
People of America need to know
that their government cares about
their health and wellbeing. During
my administration I will implement
necessary healthcare reform. Every
man, woman, and child will have
quality healthcare regardless of
social or economic status. I will also,
use all my power to ensure all of our
children get the best education possi-
ble. I will do this by creating an
environment where they can learn.
This means safer schools, smaller
classes, more qualified teachers, bet-
ter textbooks, and materials. This
means prioritizing our spending,
making sure the schools that need it
most get the most funding. Today's
children are tomorrow's leaders and
they need our support.
I will also work hard to make
sure senior citizens get the support
they need. Our parents and grand-
parents should not have to worry
about where their next meal is com-
ing from or how they will pay for
prescriptions and doctor bills. They
helped make America what it is
today don't they need our continued
support.
As for foreign policy, I will
fight for peace with all our neigh-
bors. I will re-establish strong rela-
tionships with our foreign allies. I
will work tirelessly to create pro-
grams in the world's most impover-
ished countries that will bring them
into prosperity. We can achieve this
by building schools and hospitals in
areas where they are desperately
needed.
I dream of a healthy, educated,
America where the elderly are well
taken care of, children are given the
best of our resources, and the disad-
vantaged are given the tools needed
to prosper.
THE TIME IS NOW!!!!
VOTE TOWNSEND FOR PERSI-
DENT: AND MAKE THESE
DREAMS A REALITY!!
Basically, women were "only
good" for doing neejdlepoint, vis-
iting the infirm and in having
proper posture by learning to walk
with a book on your head. We
were also ornaments. When going
to social events and functions,
you were on your husband' s arm,
showing family unity. It was espe-
cially (and still is) always good to
see a politician as a husband and
family man. As has been proven,
our roles in society constitute
more than just domestics. We are
a force to be reckoned with.
Blacks and women are really
fighting the same battle. Susan B.
Anthony, a 19th-century advocate
of women '. s rights, was arrested
and fined $100 for casting an ille-
gal vote in 1872. However, she
was not about to pay that fine and
made a speech. In her speech, I
felt that she didn't mean only vot-
ing rights for blacks and women,
Ms. Anthony was talking about
human rights. Here is an excerpt
from her speech:
"Friends and fellow citizens. I
stand before you tonight under
indictment for the alleged crime
of having voted at the last presi-
dential election, without having a
lawful right to vote. It shall be my
work this evening to prove to you
that in thus voting, I not only
committed no crime, but, instead,
simply exercised any citizen's
rights, guaranteed to me and all
United States citizens by the
National Constitution, beyond the
power of any state to deny.
...Hence, every discrimination
against women in the constitu-
tions and laws of the several states
is today null and void precisely as
is every (discrimination) against
Negroes."
Many battles have been fought
and won for the right to vote. You
should know who or what you're
voting for. It is your privilege to
vote. It is a privilege that should
not be taken lightly. Since I am a
representative from both social
groups, I find it an honor to vote.
Brema Taylor was a student in an
English 10 section taught by
Professor Hattie-Jo Mullins.
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Cynthia Stanley for President
Hello, my fellow Americans. My name is Cynthia Veronica Stanley and I'm run-ning for president of the United States of America because I believe that withmy help as the president of this country, known as the home of the free, this
great nation will reach its utmost peak. My leadership will provide a positive impact on
everyone's lives in the United States of America. If I'm elected as your president, my
highest priorities will be focused on the economy, health care and the educational sys-
tems of America, as well as fair trade, education, global security for all nations global-
ly.
I will start by introducing my life history to you all. Both my parents were immi-
grants when they first met. My father is from Honduras, Central America, and my moth-
er is from Ghana, West Africa. I was born in Brooklyn, New York, on the night of
December 15, 1977. Two years after my birth, I was sent to my mother's country to live
with my aunt because my parents had split up and, like many women's burdens, I was
left with my mother, who didn't have a job at that time because she did not possess a
green card. I stayed in Ghana for about a year-and-a-half and then moved to the Ivory
Coast. I lived there for about ten years, where I attended elementary school. Life was-
n't easy there, but with the grace of God, I managed to get by, sometimes walking on
the rocky, dry sand to school with no slippers. Well, that didn't really bother me because
having no shoes to wear at that time had become a big part of my life. After ten years
of experiencing life in the motherland, I headed back to the United States where it was
like a young girl's wedding day coming true for her.
I arrived in Queens, New York, on the afternoon of August 31, 1990.1 remember
the president at that time being George W. Bush. I remember also the two fingers being
the slogan at that time. They symbolized "Peace in the Middle East?"
A few weeks after arriving, I started junior high school. Not knowing how to
speak English, I forced myself to fit in with the rest of the school children. I refused to
become an outcast because, as far as I was concerned, I was in the land of the free.
Therefore, I wanted to be free all the way. I struggled with every bone in my being to
learn the English language. Within less than a year, I was just like everyone. I graduat-
ed and went on to high school to study business. After three years, I went on to college
to study international buying but, within a year, I changed my interest. I decided that I
wanted to become a medical doctor to help the poor around the world. I worked very
hard in school to have a very good grade-point average. I attended Harvard Medical
School with scholarships. I graduated from Harvard and became a medical doctor. After
passing my boards, I volunteered with Doctors Without Borders, traveling around the
world helping the needy.
My dear fellow American citizens, as you can see, with my achievements, I feel
I'm very much qualified to become the next president of the United States of America.
My life history tells it all, and with your help, I can become your next president. If elect-
ed as your president, I will make sure that free health care is available to all, including
single, unemployed mothers, as well as full-time students who are trying to better the
conditions of their lives by getting an education. These students heap tons of responsi-
bility upon themselves. Besides taking full-time credits courses, they also have jobs as
well to help them get by; but the money they earn isn't enough for them to live on.
Therefore, with your support, I will give birth to a system that will help these college
full-time students financially. This system will enable them to spend time studying to
achieve a 3.0 to 4.0 grade-point average. This system will put a smile on the faces of
these hard-working academics. Free health care will ease their road to a college degree,
as strong minds demand equally strong bodies.
I will also open more day-care facilities in colleges .for mothers who are still in
school. These facilities will give these mothers more time to study without any distrac-
tions. As your next president, I will put more police on the street to keep our country
safe from any terrorist attacks. I will give our men in uniform a raise for their hard work
and loyal dedication. As your next president, I will give full-time health insurance to
anyone who works in the health field, whether it is a part-time home health aide or
someone working as a security person in a hospital. I will provide more equipment for
hospitals to use. There will be more doctors in emergency rooms. Nurses will have more
nurses' aides working with them. Instead of nurses' aides receiving eight dollars an
hour, I will double their salaries within one year of beginning work.
As your next president, I will give more money for AIDS research. More condoms
will be available in hospitals and schools. There will be more education on HIV and
AIDS. AIDS is a deadly disease that cannot be ignored. We must all join hands as one
to fight this dreaded illness. Hope will be on the way if you elect me as your next pres-
ident.
Internationally, as president of the USA, I will do well to contribute to world peace
by harmonizing relations between all countries, especially the neighboring countries. I
will conform to all United Nation charters and respect all international laws. But I will
strictly maintain my country's borders against terrorism, outside aggression and inva-
sion with around-the-clock police enforcement. Under my watch the USA military will
be used as a deterrent and a peacemaking force as opposed to being an aggressor.
Economically, I will attempt to enhance trade between all countries by indiscrim-
inately opening my markets to all legitimate goods. I will respect all international eco-
nomic laws but any goods that do not meet our guidelines would be restricted.
Importation would be encouraged so far as all the country's laws and guidelines are
adhered to. In order to earn foreign exchange for the country, however, I will forceful-
ly promote exportation and discourage business from outsourcing jobs to other coun-
tries, causing the rise of unemployment in the country.
Socially, America would do well to assist the Olympic Commission to promote
international sportsmanship between countries to enhance world peace. Through the
United Nations, I will do well to encourage Congress to cough up desirable funds to
control the spread of various diseases, especially HIV/AIDS around the globe. I will-
formulate a plan to promote literacy around the globe by encouraging Congress to insti-
tute a program to encourage international students to further their education in the US
and send qualified Peace Corps volunteers around the world to help poor and needy
countries. I will encourage all countries to respect human rights and to disengage them-
selves from abuse and disregard for human life. I will also encourage Congress to for-
mulate programs to help poor and needy countries through loans and grants. I will
encourage international monetary funds to give loans with reasonable interest to the
poor and needy countries for their development.
As an elected president, I will do my best to make America economically stronger,
both at home and abroad. As a commander-in-chief, I will do my utmost to secure the
country against terrorism at home, as well as abroad. Since unity is strength, I will do
my best to improve race relations between all diverse groups at home. I will also attempt
to maintain dignified peaceful relations with all countries in order to enhance and
improve upon world peace.
Under my watch, the economy will grow, so that jobs will be available for any
American who is willing to work. Health care will be affordable and social security will
available for future generations, secured by sound investment. Education will be a pri-
ority, so that children will be able to meet the technological challenges of the 21st cen-
tury.
Thank you. God bless you, and God bless America.
Lizzie Rodriguez's Presidential Vision
Millions of foreigners all over the globe loathe our country. There are avariety of reasons behind the animosity, some of which may be valid, butthat has not altered my undying devotion. Improving the domestic cli-
mate will, in turn, revive foreign affairs. Improving education on every level, from
early childhood to adulthood, is required to achieve future success for this nation.
That is the force that fuels this presidential vision.
In order to produce competent adults, a foundation must be in place to create
successful elementary-school students. The schools can not create that foundation
without the proper financial backing; therefore, the needed funding will be pro-
vided in order to make that goal attainable. Overcrowded classrooms and inade-
quate textbooks do not make for a conducive learning environment, neither does a
single teaching method for all students, whether or not it is proven successful. Not
all children respond to one or two methods of learning. My goal is to monitor local
boards of education to ensure that every possible, reasonable method at their dis-
posal is used to produce happy, academically successful children. That success
will serve as a building block for competent college graduates.
Post-graduate degrees are essential for a majority of careers. Unfortunately,
one million high school students drop out every year and college tuition has
increased 35% in the past three years. With the cost of a college education so high,
it is no surprise that so many of our youth opt to give up. It makes it that much
harder for one to have the opportunity and motivation to earn a college degree.
Post-graduate study, especially in the areas of foreign affairs and engineering,
must be made attainable to attract future freshmen. Scholars studying foreign
affairs, engineering, communications, cultural sensitivity, and so forth will contin-
ue to be an asset to all of us, and, therefore, students, as well as state governments,
will receive various incentives resulting in the adequate completion of nationally
recognized institutions. Also, communications education is essential in restoring
faith in our former allies. Well-educated and well-developed professionals will
have the tools needed to combat our major problems, one being energy depend-
ence.
According to democrats.org, Americans now use 2.5 million barrels of oil per
day from the Middle East. As a result of the instability in that region, oil prices
are at their highest in ages. Our dependence on that oil results in nothing but trou-
ble for our country. Creating and implementing alternative energy sources frees
this country from our current desperation. The millions of dollars saved from this
change will be put in the continuing funding to those engineers we helped create
to put our technological assets, as well as their learning abilities, to good use.
They need all the assistance they can get, and that help will be there when request-
ed. A positive result of the high gas prices is the rising popularity of hybrid elec-
tric cars. They are both inexpensive and very fuel efficient, averaging an approx-
imate and impressive 51.25 miles per gallon in the city and 50.15 on the highway
(average figures are of the Honda Insight, Toyota Prius, Honda Civic, and Ford
Escape). Other automotive companies will be rewarded for creating more fuel-
efficient automobiles, as well as the consumers who purchase them. The less
money being spent on automobile gasoline will produce a boost in the rest of the
"economy which, of course, is a big plus for the nation.
Only 228 years of independence and our country is one of the most powerful
nations in the world. Unfortunately for us, we have lost much respect among the
world community. With additional knowledge as our arsenal, the United States
can improve its future, and, at the same time, indirectly garner global respect. We
can not continue to run blind. Our eyes must be opened.
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My Vision of America as
By Gary Campusano.
As president of the United States America, I will continue to lead the free worldin protecting our very human rights and financial stability by creating a betterfuture for all of us, young and old alike, by placing policies that will protect us
all and allow us to improve as a nation. I assure the nation as president we will rise from
these difficult dark times we're living in from unpopular wars, foreign terrorism, domes-
tic problems and bad policies impose on us by our present administration. As president
we, as a nation, won't face these problems, because I assure everyone we will work
together with both political parties along with the support with the American public in
solving these very issues facing us.
As president of this great nation my domestic agenda will be to have a strong
national security to secure our nation from any domestic or foreign treat. As president I
will increase the funding for national security, but also I will improve on those policies
by cooperating with our neighboring countries in securing our borders and harbors. Also
I will provide further funding to the many law enforcement agencies through out the
country, which will only help in, strengthen our security. And, finally I will create a more
reliable intelligent agency that will work more directly closer with all aspect of our gov-
ernment institutions in preventing future terrorist attacks.
Also as the leader of the free world, 1 will encourage all nations to reduce the num-
ber of nuclear weapons available, by setting the example and destroying the vast major-
ity of our own nuclear war arsenal. We will be setting up the ground works for a world
free of nuclear and biological chemicals threats, and enforcing stronger international
laws on the reduction of nuclear technologies.
What my administration and I will do for the American public is what I called "My
seven points for a greater nation."
1. As president I will ensure everyone living in America a stronger economy. I will
create more jobs opportunity for anyone who needs employment regardless of age or
race. I will put a stop on the practice of sending American jobs overseas and encourag-
ing corporations from outsourcing jobs to third-world nations and I will guarantee fair
employment for all. As president I will also encourage the private sectors to create more
job training opportunity for all lower income and unemployed individuals. And, finally,
I will have the federal government increase the minimal wage salary from the present six
dollars an hour to seven dollars per hour, due to the higher living standards we all enjoy.
Its only fair lower income family's wages reflect the increase of living standards in
America.
2. My second interest would be making healthcare more widely available to all cit-
izens of America, by assuring everyone a decent healthcare plan available to them
regardless of income. And I will strongly encourage and put forward a policy that will
protect our senior citizens healthcare services and increase funding for more research in
finding a cure for Aids worldwide.
3. As president I will do more to improve our present educational system by ensur-
ing everyone a fair and equal education. Also by increasing funding to the hundreds of
public-school programs in our inner-city neighborhoods and rural and suburban "areas.
We as a nation should start planting the fruits of knowledge in our youth minds and give
them the best education money could ever offer. Our goal will be to increase the educa-
tional standards through out America. Finally, I will enforce all states to increase
teacher's yearly salaries and benefits and double the number of teachers working in the
public schools system because a strong and educated population only leads to greater and
stronger nation.
4. As president I will do everything in my power to protect all of our civil liberties
and civil rights, from our beloved freedom of speech, freedom of choice, freedom of reli-
gion, and, finally, the right and freedom to marry anyone regardless of the person's sex.
All of our fundamental rights will be protected under my administration. I will be the
voice of hope in times were our very rights and civil liberties are being sacrifice by the
president's office. I offer an alternative to the hostile environment infringing our very
civil rights.
5. The environment, our nation's greatest treasure, is being threatened by selfish
individuals. Concerned with their own interests, major oil and gas corporations are also
playing a role in destroying our country's very environment and, possibly, the world's
also. Over the course of four years our government has allowed major corporations and
contractors to break laws that have been in existence for years and have successfully
overturned many of these same policies. Under my administration I will put a major stop
to this and implement extremely tough policies on those corporations who have not com-
plied with the laws of our nation. I will punish those corporations who have broken many
of our environment laws. We will discourage many in our government from allowing
corporate lobbyists from buying and influencing decision within our government. Our
motto will be "WERE'RE NOT FOR SALE" by mandating tougher and reasonable laws
our country very existence will not be compromise.
6. As president I will implement an aggressive nationwide gun control law by ban-
ning all type of assault rifles and dangerous weapons and installing aggressive back-
ground checks. I will also make it more difficult for gun-makers, lobbyists such as, the
National Rifle Association from getting their way in Washington, which will only prove
in the end a safer nation to live in.
7. Finally, I will reduce the national debt by strongly taxing the rich and powerful.
As president my foreign policy agenda is to restore America's image as a positive
and compassionate world leader in the free world. After four years of unjust, misin-
formed, abusive and divisive policy, my administration will turn the clock backward and
encourage a more liberal and non-aggressive policy toward the rest of the world.
The way my administration will interact with the rest of the world is by stopping
our present attitude of divisive policy towards those nations that don't agree with our
present policy. Respecting the many policy the world communities have had in place,
whether they are policies we don't agreed with. I, as president, will respect all other
countrie's opinions.
I will also encourage a positive attitude toward our neighbors and allies throughout
the world. And I will also, stop the present misconduct towards the United Nations.
Instead of undermining their decisions, I will encourage the many nations to work
together with our country on solving the many problems plaguing the world. As presi-
dent I will allow the United Nations do what it was set to do, be a place were world
leader can get together and discuss and solve world problems. My administration will set
out to make policy that will be positive towards most if not all world leaders.
In closing, if we want a better nation, we need to pay closer attention to our needs
and others and create better opportunity for those less fortunate. We need to start plant-
ing stronger values in our youths and society and it begins at home. So our foundation
will only make a stronger nation. I salute all American for giving me the opportunity to
voice my opinion. Thank you!
A Vision for a Unified
and Progressive America
By Juan Rivera Jr.
The honeybee is an industriousinsect. The phrase, "busy bee,"refers to someone working hard.
When we look at a beehive and see the
hundreds, possibly thousands, of bees
flying in and around it, we can only
imagine what goes on inside. Many of us
know that the bee has a specific social
order, with worker bees, nursery bees
and even warrior bees that protect the
hive from intruders. Everyone knows
that all of those bees work for one com-
mon goal, the continuation and progres-
sion of the hive. I have a vision for the
continuation and progression of our hive,
America.
Like the honey bee, we must all
take part in it. Like the honey bee,
everyone in America must have a part in
its building; maintenance and protection
from possible threats. I know that if we
all work together, we will elevate the
individual and the world will be better
for it. Come and let us discuss together
those things which will benefit us all.
Work. I know of no better way to
nourish the self-esteem of a person than
through hard, honest work. To build a
better America, we, as a people, must get
up and do our part. We must create more
jobs. Before we can create new jobs, we
must first create the people in the work-
force. As 1 have stated earlier, in the
honey bee community, all work for the
common goal. If I am elected, I will
write a proposal for a program to educate
a generation of workers. This program
will consist of an education loan. The
government will fund this loan, and the
people will also have a financial respon-
sibility.
The person receiving this loan will
study in any vocation that he or she
chooses. After graduating, we will
require him or her to pay back the loan
when he or she has secured employment.
The educated graduate will now work
and have the opportunity to help fellow
Americans do the same. Because they
will pay back the loan, we will have a
perpetual pool from which we can help
all who want this help. This program
will also include loans for the arts, sci-
ences and business interests. I know that
it will start small, but something must be
done. We must eliminate the excuse of
"I do not know how to do anything" from
the American mind. The American peo-
ple will be able to answer "YES" when
asked if they can do, well, anything!
My hope is that more and more peo-
ple will subscribe to the program, so that
the pool of money can help an even
greater number of people, so that as the
program exponentially increases, we can
give grants and scholarships on academ-
ic merit. Like the honey bee does for its
hive, we can contribute to the progres-
sion and continuity of the American way.
This initiative ensures that no one is
without an education. I have a vision of
an educated, productive and industrious
America.
Another way we can work together
is to strengthen the organization that
empowers the human race. The organi-
zation of which I speak is the family. I
remember that the thing that mattered
most to me while growing up was my
own family. Of course, I did not realize
this until I was more than 18 years old.
In thinking about my family's welfare, I
felt a sense of purpose, a compelling
influence to be a better individual. I
believe that the strength of a nation is in
the family. As parents, the American
people can rear an entire generation of
leaders and contributors of goodwill to
the world.
The world is a big place. There are
literally hundreds of different nations
and thousands of different languages,
dialects and tongues. The world is a
beautiful place because we have so many
different ways to love, speak, eat and
dance. If every culture were the same, it
would be a very boring world. I am
thankful for the freedom and agency that
allow me to be who I am.
I am grateful that the writers of the
Declaration of Independence recognized
freedom for the search for happiness, and
I say that the will to be happy is an
inalienable right. Sadly, we find those in
the world who take their free will and
freedom to suppress and destroy the free-
dom of others. War is a terrible price to
pay for diversity. I say "diversity" to
emphasize that many of'our conflicts
come from differences of opinion, of a
division. The prefix to both these words,
diversity and division, tells the whole
story of misunderstanding. In my educa-
tion program, therefore, I have also
included special reforms to encourage
international education. There will be
loans for students seeking an internation-
al education which they can repay to
send other students on the path to seeing
the world more clearly. I believe this
will help in understanding other cultures.
That being said, as the honey bee organ-
ization allows for protectors of the hive,
we, as a nation,' must be prepared to
defend and secure our inalienable rights.
As your president, I will make sure
that as our country will defend and
secure our freedoms. We will also have
the knowledge to seek out in fellowship
those who are willing to understand us.
The world mourns the loss of so many
from such senseless hatred and misun-
derstanding. Unchecked, these individu-
als, organizations and nations who will
not seek to understand the peace that
comes from understanding will one day
take it away from the world. As your
president, I will seek not only to protect
our country, but to better it from within
to be a light, an example, unto the world.
A brilliant man, whom I cannot
name, once said: "As a man thinks, so he
is." I say, as a nation thinks, so she is. I
know that if we think of ourselves as the
founders of this great nation saw it, we
will realize the potential to become a
great nation, not because of the military
might, but from the caliber and quality of
a people. As your president, those are
the things which I see ~ a better quality
of a people, a better quality of America.
A better quality for the world.
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NCLR Criticizes Bush Administration for Hispanic Hiring Record
Washington, D.C. - RaulYzaguirre, President ofthe National Council of
La Raza (NCLR), the largest
national Latino civil rights organi-
zation in the U.S., took issue with a
September 15 announcement by
the U.S. Office of Personnel
Management (OPM), which trum-
peted "improvements" in Hispanic
hiring by the federal government.
The announcement, which accom-
panied the transmittal of a report
from OPM on federal hiring, states
that a strategy to conduct outreach
has "produced results." Yzaguirre
questioned the laudatory tone of
the announcement and said, "The
actual results reflected in the report
show that, government-wide,
Hispanic hiring increased by only
one-tenth of one percent from 2002
to 2003. The real story here is that
Latinos remain dramatically under-
represented in federal employ-
ment, especially at the highest lev-
els, a situation of questionable
legality under federal law. In
response to this report, the
Administration should be leading a
renewed campaign that would truly
improve the dismal numbers and
drastically increase the number of
Latinos employed by the federal
government."
"These numbers are terribly
important, not only because they
describe the true extent to which
federal jobs are open to members
of the nation's largest minority, but
also because the presence of
Latinos in decision-making posi-
tions will ultimately influence lev-
els of funding for essential pro-
grams and the quality of the servic-
es that are delivered to our commu-
nity," continued Yzaguirre.
Yzaguirre also highlighted
several key concerns with the num-
bers in the report itself: Hispanics
represent 13.1% of the civilian
workforce but only 7% of the fed-
eral workforce. He pointed to the
statistics of individual federal
agencies to illustrate his point. "In
agencies that previously had good
records for Latino hiring, the pres-
ence of Latinos actually declined
from 2002 to 2003. For example,
in 2002, 14% of the employees at
the Department of Justice were
Latino; in 2003 this proportion
dropped to 8.4%. Federal agencies
that had bad records have not
improved: The Departments of
Health and Human Services and
Commerce have the worst records
at 3.4% and 3.5% Latino represen-
tation, respectively. Many other
agencies are only marginally bet-
ter."
Highlighting particular con-
cerns about employment in upper-
level positions, Yzaguirre pointed
out that, "Hispanic federal employ-
ment in professional occupations
increased by less than 1%. In addi-
tion, while the OPM announce-
ment includes the raw numbers of
Latino senior executives, it fails to
disclose the proportion. This is
because only 2% of the federal
government's career senior execu-
tives are Latino. Attempting to
hide the facts in this way is decep-
tive. Instead of trying to "spin" a
truly bad record, the Bush
Administration should level with
our community, admit its failings,
and commit to doing better."
Mosholu Montefiore Community Center
and Mother's
Fret Pad fr £hild Program A* ftie Community Center
Enjoy Daddy a Me Groups
Starting on Saturday. October 9th
Two Saturday Mornings Each Month
11*30 am - 1:00 pm * Dads with Children 24 to 36 Months
1-3O pm - 3:00 pm * Dads with Children 37 to 48 Months
These groups ere set up for
young fathers 18-28 years with 2 or 4 year old children.
Each group has 2 staff people a teacher and a social worker.
Activities will be planned for dads 4 cnilaren together plus there will be a separate time
during each group for dads to talk separately
while their young children ere engaged in an activity,
Call Professor Gary Smith for information
(718) 882-4000 ext.O
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29 "Flock- - Baby' 52 "Flying Dow
31 Erstwhile to -*
acorn 53 Chaps
32 Type squares
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Rational Numbers
Using the dues, simple
arithmetic, ana a little logic,
place a single digit (0 to 9} in
each empty box in the diagram.
To help you get started, one
digit has been entered in foe
diagram.
ACROSS
1. Consecutive digits in
descending order
3, Same digit repealed
4.. Consecutive digits in '
ascending order
6. Two times 16-Across
7. Two more than 6-Across
9. Consecutive even digits
in descending order
12. Seventy more than 15-
Across
14. Five less than 3-Across
15. Four more than 3-Down




1. 3-Across plus 11-Down
2. Digits of 6-Down
rearranged
3. Forty less than 5-Down
5 Eighl more than 4-Across
6 7-AoossmJnus 14-Across
a Three less than 9-Across
10. Consecutive digits in
descending order
11. 1-Across minus 13-Down
12. Digits of 8-Oown
reversed
13. The first digit is three
times the last digit
O 2004 King Features Syndicate, Inc.
Answers
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Salome's
Stars
ARIES (March 21 to April 19)
A changing situation calls for a change in plans. Although you
might prefer the schedule you had already worked up, you
could do better by agreeing to make the needed adjustments.
TAURUS (April 20 to May 20)
That once seemingly rock-solid proposition you favored
might be hiding some serious flaws. Take time to check it
more carefully and question anything that seems out of kilter.
GEMINI (May 21 to June 2O)
Finish up those lingering tasks so that you can then arrange to
spend some time in quiet reflection. This will go a long way
in restoring both your physical and spiritual energies.
CANCER (June 21 to July 22)
A family situation could heat up and boil over unless you deal
with it as soon as possible. Try to persuade other family mem-
bers to work with you to help cool things down.
LEO (July 23 to August 22)
Cheer up, Kitty Cat! That low feeling will begin to ebb by
midweek, and you should be back in the social swirl in time
for the weekend. A long-postponed deal could be starting up
again.
VIRGO (August 23 to September 22)
Going too fast and too far on too little knowledge could be
risky. Best to slow down and check for any gaps in your
information. It's what you don't know that could hurt you.
LIBRA (September 23 to October 22)
Trying to make peace among quarreling family members,
friends or colleagues can be tough. Expect some resistance,
maybe even some expressions of resentment. But stay with it.
SCORPIO (October 23 to November 21)
Changing your mind doesn't have to be a problem once you
realize that you might have good and sufficient cause to do
so. Make your explanations clear and complete. Good luck.
SAGITTARIUS (November 22 to December 21)
An unkept promise can be irksome and easily raise the
Archer's ire. But instead of getting into a confrontation, take
time to check why someone you relied on came up short.
CAPRICORN (December 22 to January 19)
A new workplace distraction creates an unnecessary delay.
The sooner you deal with it, the better for all concerned. A
personal matter should also be attended to as soon as possible.
AQUARIUS (January 20 to February 18)
Once again, the Aquarian's gift for applying both practical and
creative methods to resolve a situation makes all the differ-
ence. Personal relationships thrive during the weekend.
PISCES (February 19 to March 20)
A relationship appears to be losing its once-strong appeal for
reasons that might be different from what you think. An open
and honest talk could lead to some surprising revelations.
BORN THIS WEEK:
Your life is bound by your belief that character counts more
than anything else.
(c) 2004 King Features Synd., Inc.
The Classifieds Return to
The Communicator!
Have you put up flyers around campus to sellyour used textbooks or offer your services toonly find them taken down because they
haven't been stamped and approved by the Office of
Student Activities?
Well, BCC students can post announcements or
advertise their services or goods for sale in the school
newspaper.
• Do you have new or used books to sell?
• Are you selling a car or a computer?
• Are you a notary, photographer or videographer?
• Do you have a room or apartment available and
are looking for a roommate or tenant?
• Want to wish someone a Happy Birthday or
invite students to an upcoming event?
Take advantage of the inexpensive Classifieds of
The Communicator!
Students can inform peers. Ads should not exceed
50 words or 5 lines (the greater of the two).
Ads, business cards or invitations are to be sub-
mitted in person at the The Communicator office
located in Colston, Rm. 605, not later than the 1st
Tuesday of each month.
Join
The Communicator Team!
See your name in print.
Express yourself.
Put your finger on the pulse of BCC.





• Write about sports, national and interna-
tional events, campus life, entertainment,
including music, film, plays and art.
• Help us design each monthly issue of The
Communicator.
• Photograph campus life, as well as
throughout the city.
Become part of our growing team.
Join The Communicator.
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THE WRITING CENTER LOCATED ON THE LOWER
L E V E L O F P H I L O S O P H Y H A L L .
WE HAVE A FULL STAFF OF 15 TUTORS, INCLUDING 10 PEER
TUTORS AND 8 ADJUNCTS, AS WELL AS TWO COMPUTER LAB
TECHNICIANS TO ASSIST ALL BCC STUDENTS.














WE ENTHUSIASTICALLY LOOK FORWARD TO SERVING THE
NEEDS OF OUR STUDENT POPULATION BY OFFERING THE
BEST IN ONE-ON-ONE INSTRUCTION IN ANY AND ALL AREAS
OF WRITING ACROSS THE CURRICULUM, INCLUDING HISTO-
RY, PSYCHOLOGY, COMMUNICATIONS, GEOGRAPHY, SOCIOL-
OGY AND ALL LEVELS OF ENGLISH AND ESL. WE OFFER
HELP AND ASSISTANCE IN ACT AND CPE PREPARATION,
ESSAY ASSIGNMENTS, AND RESEARCH PAPERS.
STUDENTS CAN ALSO STOP BY THE WRITING CENTER FOR
ONE OF OUR WEEKLY WORKSHOPS IN A VARIETY OF SUB-
JECT AREAS, SUCH AS; WRITING INTRODUCTORY PARA-
GRAPHS, FORMULATING A RESEARCH QUESTION(S), AND
MLA/APA STYLE DOCUMENTATION.
FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT:
Director Jan Robertson, 718-289-5279
The Writing Center's Policy on Proofreading
We understand the students' varied needs in regards to their writing
skills. We wish to extend our services to all and exclude no one.
Students can expect to receive the best quality of one-on-one
instruction which will lead them to be independent learners.
However, we receive many requests from students who have come
to Writing Center to proofread first drafts of their work.
Proofreading implies co-authoring of the writing, which raises
issues of academic integrity. Therefore, we .respectfully request
that students not come to the Writing Center with the expectation
that their work will be proofread.
We will, however, work in the following manner: we will empow-
er the student to identify and correct his/her own errors.
BRONX COMMUNITY COLLEGE
The City University of New York
invites you to
Our Hall of Fame
ALUMNI HOMECOMING
Saturday, October 16,2004
930 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Seek out and network with
former classmates and
professors*
Enjoy exhibits, a luncheon
and a Jazz Concert
Bring the family and relax!
Exchange ideas for a
BCC Alumni Association,
RESERVATION FORM
(Please respond no later than October 8)
Yes, 1 will attend the HOMECOMING on October 16. Please reserve space
for individuals 12 years and older at $15-00 per person (Check payable to
Bronx Community College Foundation). I will be bringing children under 12
(children under 12 are free and supervised activities will be available).
Enclosed is my check in the amount of $ . # of children under 12
Name Phone
Address
Year of Graduation OR Last Year Attended
Mail to: Bronx Community College Alumni Mairs, GML14,181 Si ft University Ave., Bronx, NY 10453
718.2895162
YOU MAY INCLUDE YOUR BUSINESS CARD FOR POSTING. SEE YOU THERE!
WRITING WORKSHOPS AT THE WRITING CENTER
BECOME A BETTER WRITER _AND_ lEARNM BYCOAMNG TO ONE OF
OCTOBER
THURSDAY OCTOBER
TUESDAY OCTOBER 1 2'h
THURSDAY OCTOBER 1
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T H E R E V O L U T I O N A R Y R E C O N S T R U C T I O N C L U B S A Y S
"NO" TO BUSH, KERRY, AND NADER: BREAK WITH ALL CAPITALIST PARTIES, FOR A REVOLUTIONARY WORKERS PARTY
BOSTON - The holding of theDemocratic National Convention inJohn Kerry's hometown sparked a flur-
ry of activity on the left, but little outright
opposition to this capitalist's party of war and
racism. The various gatherings were mainly
intended by their organizers to pressure the
Democrats to the left, and to reconcile disap-
pointed liberals and reformists to voting for
Kerry & Co. while holding their noses, all in
order to "Stop Bush." On Sunday, July 25, a
thousand or so protesters gathered at Boston
Commons to hold an antiwar march on the
DNC site, a day before the convention actually
opened. Simultaneously, across town at the
University of Massachusetts campus, a three-
day confab was held featuring assorted left lib-
erals, who wanted to push their agenda on the
Democratic Party.
The Internationalist Group sent a team to
Boston to intervene at the July 25 march on the
DNC sponsored by the International Action
Center (IAC), a creation of the Workers World
Party (WWP) of the late Sam Marcy, and
A.N.S.W.E.R., the WWP/IAC's "antiwar coali-
tion." Our red flags and banner ("No to Bush
Kerry, Nader! Democrats, Republicans - War
Makers, Strikebreakers, Build a Revolutionary
Workers Party") stood out in the march for
explicitly attacking both capitalist parties, and
appear prominently in several wire service pho-
tos. Univision, the Spanish-language TV net-
work, broadcast excerpted interviews with two
members of the Revolutionary Reconstruction
Club at Bronx Community College on the
evening news
In the week leading up to the demo, the
papers were full of reports of a menacing effort
to stir up a massive security hysteria surround-
ing the convention. In an "anti-terror" training
film for the DNC, Boston mass transit (MBTA)
workers were shown clips instructing them to
identify "terrorists," in which they were given
photos of IAC/A.N.S.W.E.R. organizers, and
to\d not to allow protesters with signs onto
buses or subways. The police announced they
would carry out random bag checks on MBTA
subway and commuter railway trains. Security
for the'convention was formally taken over by
the Secret Service, and the word was spread
that downtown would be blanketed by surveil-
lance cameras.
The city refused to let the July 25 demon-
stration march past the FleetCenter convention
site, on the grounds that it would obstruct con-
vention delegates, although the convention
wouldn't begin until the next day. Boston
police announced that all demonstrators would
have to jam 'into a tiny "free speech zone,"
entered by ducking under 5'9" high steel gird-
ers of an unused elevated railway line, sur-
rounded by an eight-foot high cyclone fence
topped by razor wire, covered by a black mesh
netting, all well out of sight or sound of the
convention hall. A judge visited the site and
said that calling it an "internment camp" was an
"understatement," but declared there was "no
alternative." (A worker setting up the protest
pen was quoted by the press saying, "Does it
look like a concentration camp? I'm Jewish. It
looks like a concentration camp.")
Nevertheless, the judge ruled the Sunday march
could go to the convention center.
Shortly after taking off, the march went
past the Massachusetts State House where there
were sharpshooters posted on the roof and a
solid phalanx of black-uniformed riot cops with
signs on their body armor saying "State
Police." Someone pointed out that if they sim-
ply reversed the words it would be an accurate
description. The crowd started chanting (with a
chant from the Seattle "anti-globalization"
protests), "This is what a police state looks
like!" The AP got a photo of a counterculture
demonstrator calling himself Vermin Supreme,
who held up a bumper sticker in front of the
line of cops which ironically said, "The Police
Are Your Friends."
Downtown Boston was turned into an
armed camp, with hundreds of state police
decked out in riot-gear armor, sharpshooters
brandishing rifles on the rooftops, plainclothes
agents loitering about, etc. The march was fol-
lowed by scores of police SUVs, prison wagons
and school buses ready for mass arrests, while
helicopters and jet fighters patrolled overhead
and Coast Guard and police gunboats cruised
the harbor. The FleetCenter itself was sur-
rounded by a massive 7-foot-high black-grid
steel fence, with squads of National Guardsmen
in camouflage uniforms inside.
Sunday's IAC/A.N.S.W.E.R. event was
billed as an "antiwar" march, and as a "March
on the Democratic Convention" rather than as a
protest against the Democrats. This was no
accident. The lead banner didn't mention the
Democrats, calling only to "Bring the Troops
Home Now!" One of the secondary slogans for
"the rally" was even more explicit: "Protest the
Pro-War Stance of the Democrats." (And if
they weren't openly pro-war, if Dean or
Kucinich were the candidate?) Meanwhile, in
New York, the IAC is calling a "war crimes
trial" of the Bush regime on the eve of the
protests against the Republican National
Convention. As usual, they are trying to cozy
up to anti-Bush liberals and pressure the
Democrats.
The International Socialist Organization,
Socialist Workers Party, Communist Party and
Revolutionary Communist Party only showed
up to sell hours later. These groups were at the
Boston Social Forum (BSF) at the UMass
Boston campus under the slogan "Another
World Is Possible." This is theme of the popu-
lar-front World Social Forum in Porto Alegre,
Brazil, on which it was modeled. The point of
the BSF was to hold an event that would not be
against the Democrats but would give left lib-
erals a "meeting place for reflective thinking,
democratic debate of ideas," and "speaking
truth to power." (John Kerry himself took up
this slogan a couple of days later.) Featured
speakers included Angela Davis, Michael
Lerner, Manning Marable, Walden Bello and
Democrats Robert Reich and Jim Hightower.
The BSF events were spread over three days
and reportedly drew several thousand people.
The ISO gave a workshop titled: "Peter Miguel
Camejo & Ralph Nader: Shifting the Power -
Rebuilding Democracy."
Also absent from the Sunday march was
any "black bloc" contingent - the anarchists
joined with local liberal ecology activists to
form the Bl(A)ck Tea Society, which applied
for a demonstration permit (!) to hold a civil
disobedience march Monday, which a posting
on Boston Indymedia reported drew 300 peo-
ple. This dwindled to 20 when the cops just let
them sit in the street and the anarcho-liberals
had no alternative plan in the absence of mass
arrests. On Tuesday, the same outfit held a
"Really, Really Democratic Bazaar" (endorsed
by Noam Chomsky as a "really, really good
idea") featuring a car running on waste veg-
etable oil, Buddhist meditation, a quilting party,
and an anti-communist exclusion of the
Spartacist League. Well, as the "anti-globaliza-
tion" protests chant, this is what (bourgeois)
democracy looks like. The SL rightly com-
plained, but was more generous toward the
BSF, where they were permitted a workshop
along with the popular-front left they are
sidling up to these days.
On the march, the Progressive Labor
Party had a contingent of about 30 behind a
banner proclaiming, "It's Not Just Bush, But
Capitalism." The PLP leaflet was titled, "Kerry
vs. Bush: Fascist A or Fascist B," which they
chanted, ( adding, "Tweedledum or
Tweedledee." The IG was right behind PL in
the line of march, and chanted some of their
slogans, and added our own: "1,2,3,4 - Defeat
U.S. imperialist war; 5, 6, 7, 8 - Forward to a
workers state!" "Smash imperialism through
socialist revolution!" "Washington, Wall Street,
the enemy's at home!" and "Workers strikes
against the war!" Not surprisingly, the PLP,
which does not take sides in the war between
the imperialist U.S. and semi-colonial Iraq, did
not chant with us.
Although the authorities had prepared for
thousands of arrests, clearing court dockets,
freeing up cells by sending immigrants held for
deportation to other jails, canceling family vis-
its, etc., by the end of the week, including an
incident on the last day of the convention, the
total number of arrests was three. Remarking
on this, the Boston Globe (29 July) ran an arti-
cle, "Activists appear to save anger for NYC,"
pointing out that the paucity of arrests was
because by and large the left was not protesting
the Democrats.
'"Clearly, what this represents is that
folks on the left have decided it would be coun-
terproductive to protest the DNC,' said Jason
Pramas, a labor organizer from Cambridge who
helped create the Boston Social Forum, which
attracted 5,000 people last weekend for several
days of lectures, discussions, and performanc-
es.
'"At this moment you could call it a
truce' with the Democrats, he added.
Indeed, one of the more ludicrous
moments at the BSF came when Eric Mann,
one-time leader of Weatherman supporters in
Boston, called for a "united front with Kerry
against imperialism" (!) while attacking Nader
from the right. The Globe article continued.
"This attitude is a sharp change from
2000, when many in the booming antiglobal-
ization movement saw both parties as equally
distasteful. One group's name lampooned the
candidates' interchangeability: 'Billionaires for
Bush (or Gore).'
"But this time, with an administration
that many on the left blame for getting the
country into a needless war, many progressives,
radicals, and Greens are saving their protests
for the Republican National Convention in
New York."
While the "truce" of the reformist left
with the Kerry's party is particularly notable in
this election year, the fact is that the popular
front of "progressives, radicals and Greens" has
always sought an alliance with the Democrats.
Rather than protesting the "pro-war stance" of
this historic war party of American capitalism,
authentic communists must fight against all the
bourgeois parties to build a revolutionary work-
ers party that attacks the imperialist system at
its roots. The Revolutionary Reconstruction
Club at Bronx Community College in associa-
tion with the Internationalist Group says: NO to
Bush, Kerry, And Nader-Break With ALL
Capitalist Parties Which Represent the Interests
of the Ruling Class and its Capitalist System of
War, Poverty, Racism and Oppression—For a
Revolutionary Workers Party Which Alone can
Represent the Interests of the Working Class
and ALL the Oppressed!
B C C t o H o s t
Energy Conference
Bronx Community College willplay host to a major event onOctober 22. "Toward a
Sustainable Bronx: Energy and
Environmental Technologies that
Save Dollars, Create Jobs," is a con-
ference sponsored by the Bronx
Community College Center for
Sustainable Energy and the Bronx
Overall Economic Development
Corporation (BOEDC), the economic
development arm of the Borough
President's office.
At a time of rising energy prices,
a war in the Mid-East over the control
of oil, and global climate change, it is
critical for the future to discuss how
we use energy and develop ways of
using it wisely and sustainably. The
United States continues its habit of
being the single largest consumer of
energy in the world. There are eco-
nomically viable alternatives that can
make the US energy independent, help
improve the environment, create jobs,
and provide a more sustainable future.
The purpose of the conference is to
explore some of these alternatives.
The Center is essentially about
two things: public education; and
workforce development. The public
education component includes com-
munity outreach, workshops, semi-
nars, lectures, publicity, a website, and
other public programming. The Center
will also serve as a clearinghouse and
library, and provide exhibition space
in its future home across the street
from the campus at the Patterson
Reserve Center, now the property of
Bronx Community College. The
workforce development side of the
Center's work is to establish at the
college new training programs for stu-
dents so that they may enter the career
fields of alternative fuel vehicle tech-
nology and energy services technolo-
gy. A solar panel installation work-
shop is being offered at BCC in
November.
The Center for Sustainable
Energy intends to involve a number of
students in various support roles for
the October 22 conference. Interested
students can contact the Center's
Acting Director, Jim Quigley, at
extension 5334.
The Valerie Capers Ensemble
FREE JAZZ
Saturday, October 16, 2004 • 1:00 PM
Gould Memorial Library Auditorium
Valerie Capers, a distinguished educator, performer and composer/arranger,
received her early education at the New York School for the Blind. She is a graduate
of the Juilliard School of Music where she earned both bachelors and master's
degrees. She was Chair of the Department of Art and Music at Bronx Community
College for several years. In 1996 she was awarded an honorary doctor of fine arts
degree from Susquehanna University.
Among her award-winning compositions and commissions are "Sojoumer",
"Sing About Love," "Song of the Seasons," and Portraits in Jazz, a collection of piano
pieces reflecting the various genres of jazz. In addition to appearances on* radio and
TV, and in clubs and concert halls, Dr. Capers has performed at major festivals,
including North Sea, Monterey, Grand Parade du Jazz, and the Kool and JVC jazz fes-
tivals.
She has appeared with such legendary artists as Max Roach. Dizzy Gillespie,
Mongo Santamaria, and Tito Puente. Her latest recording is Limited Edition (Valcap
Music).
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High-Tech History: Teaching Online and Off at BCC
For the past six semesters,Professor Howard Wach ofBCC's History Department
has been teaching History 10 as a
"hybrid" course, one that com-
bines traditional classroom with
online instruction. The online
component, created with a com-
puter program called Blackboard,
consists of additional course read-
ings and discussion questions.
Every week, students are required
to post their responses to these
questions on an online discussion
board, and also craft at least one
informed observation on the
week's material that fosters further
class discussion. Class participa-
tion is gauged and graded through
students' work on the discussion
board.
Hybrid courses pose interesting
writing challenges to both students
and instructors. Since students are
producing pieces of writing that
are read by the entire class, each
participant needs to be particularly
mindful of focus, coherence, and
correctness. This can of course
intimidate students who are tenta-
tive writers. For their part, instruc-
tors must develop questions that
not only allow students to demon-
strate their knowledge of the
week's work, but also inspire them
to contribute enthusiastically to
both in-class and web-based dis-
cussions. As part of an ongoing
effort to enhance his hybrid cours-
es, Professor Wach enlisted the
History Department's Writing
Fellow (who happens to be me) to
help him think of ways to improve
class participation on the discus-
sion board.
I recently spoke to Professor
Wach about writing assignments
specific to hybrid courses, helping
students to feel at ease when writ-
ing for an online audience of their
peers. We discussed the role that
Writing Across the Curriculum
(WAC) can play in creating specif-
ic assignments for hybrid courses
and in preparing students for the
challenge of writing that will be
available online. Below is the
interview.
Laura Chmielewski (LC): In
traditional classes students make
comments aloud, but discussion
boards create a more permanent
record of their abilities to under-
stand course content and express
their thoughts through writing.
What's more, students have more
of an opportunity to scrutinize the
work of their peers. How do you
work with students who are intim-
idated by this format?
Howard Wach (HW): It's not
easy. I try to encourage them—
give them some options, for exam-
ple, such as extra credit work.
When I see that a student isn't
keeping up with online writing I
send a gentle nudge through email.
Sometimes it works, sometimes it
doesn't. E-mail contact between
class meetings can sometimes keep
students in the game who would
otherwise disappear. But this is
definitely a problem for students
with really weak writing skills.
The class may not be for them.
LC: As Writing Fellow for the
History Department, I worked with
you to incorporate Writing Across
the Curriculum principles into
your assignments, specifically the
weekly discussion questions. Can
you describe that experience?
HW: Well, it was a great help.
The Discussion Board in my
Blackboard class needed an over-
haul—I was convinced it could
work better than it was. Our col-
laboration in redesigning it fol-
lowed some sound principles: we
made the instructions and the ques-
tions clearer and easier to follow
and we clarified expectations.
»^_^__ By Laura Chmielewski
Halfway through this semester, I
can say it's definitely worked. The
class is going very well.
LC: How do you intend to use
a Writing Fellow in future hybrid
courses?
HW: Maybe in more of a tuto-
rial role—reviewing online student
writing and helping them to
improve their work.
LC: Did student writing in your
hybrid class improve as a result?
HW: Again, we're only half
way through the term so the jury's
still out. But the students who are
staying with the program are doing
some very good writing, and
they're doing it every week.
LC: How?
HW: The Discussion Board is
taking them into interesting con-
tent-based questions: about nation-
alism or Darwinian evolution, for
example, and structuring writing
tasks where they talk about these
things through the "lens" of
assigned readings and links to web
sites that I embed in their assign-
ments. And these weekly online
assignments then turn into more
formal "high-stakes" writing
assignments. That's the basic
process.
"When my class got into an
intense deb
and my professor continued the discussion
after class, I knew that transferring to
Dominican College was the right choice.
Transferring colleges can be an intimidating experience. But if you're looking for a school with the kind of supportive
yet challenging learning environment that will help you achieve your goals, then you'll feel right at home at
Dominican College.
• Flexible accelerated, day/evening and weekend courses * Financial aid opportunities
• Constant individualized attention • Corporate/hospital tuition deferment policy
• 30 Bachelor's and Master's degree programs • Small class sizes
• Liberal transfer of credits
Open House
Transfer students are invited to come learn more about our programs, scholarships, financial aid opportunities and
campus activities.
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Dr. Marcia Keizs, BCC's Vice President of Academic Affairs,














f i n a n c e s
from centralized governments, the Chinese
government doesn't operate a spigot of
money for colleges and universities.
That's one of the important findings
Bronx Community College's Vice
President of Academic Affairs Dr. Marcia
Keizs learned when she visited five cities in
China on a two-week, event and fact-filled
cultural exchange trip, following June grad-
uation. Each day of the packed agenda, the
12 U.S. Fulbright Fellows, visited a number
of college campuses, located mostly on the
eastern to southern mid-section of China.
With the help of English speaking Chinese
translators, Dr. Keizs and her group asked
questions and exchanged views on issues
confronting higher education.
On her visits to colleges and universi-
ties, Dr. Keizs said she assessed the many
levels of Chinese higher education that
include teacher education, community col-
lege, language, science and technology
institutions. The purpose of this was to gain
information, Dr. Keizs pointed out, to
determine what Chinese institutions and
cities might be candidate partners for facul-
ty exchange and student study abroad with
Bronx Community College.
The tour began in northeastern China
in Beijing (13, million people) and China's
capital for eleven dynasties. Stops included
Xi'an (population 8 million) in Shaanxi
province, the cradle of Chinese civilization,
Lijiang (3 million people) and Kunming (8
million) in Yunnan province, and finally to
the bustling and cosmopolitan port city of
Shanghai (13 million) in the province of
Kiang-su, on the southeast coast.
At Peking University, for example,
China's oldest university, with a respected
reputation like Harvard's in the U.S., mem-
bers of the academic group learned a star-
tling fact; the Chinese government doesn't
give higher education all the money it
needs.
"In the U.S., we think that because
China's government is centralized it
bequeaths its higher education institutions
all the money they want. That's not the case
and it was telling," said Dr. Keizs. "The
President of Peking University said that the
Critical challenge that he faces is fundrais-
ing. You would think that you were talking
to a president of a college in the West,"
noted Dr. Keizs.
• Dr. Keizs said that with China's
booming economy and high demands for
people with specialized training, college
administrators contend for resources to
invest in education. It's the only way they
hope to provide for the growing demands of
students seeking technology and language
training.
Everywhere Dr. Keizs traveled, she
noted the academic specialties of the vari-
ety of higher education institutions, both
public and private. She recalled always see-
ing thousands of students thronging each of
the small, medium, and large campuses she
visited. Students studied subjects from lan-
guages and literature to science.
Discussions with host educators at each
campus were often accompanied by social
exchanges over lunch or dinner banquets.
"Formalities around greeting, meeting, and
eating are very important in China," stated
Dr. Keizs.
On her trip, Dr. Keizs learned the
importance the Chinese place on educating
the nation's minorities. There are 54 desig-
nated minorities/ethnic groups in China.
Through language, history, culture, or reli-4
gion they are defined as minorities. The
minorities include upwards of 100 million
citizens, about 8 percent of the population.
Many of these minorities speak different
languages and belong to different religions.
Because China's national language is
Mandarin, for education and business, all
students who enter China's education sys-
tem must speak Mandarin. The Chinese
Ministry of Education invests heavily in
helping to maintain an education infrastruc-
ture that give minorities access to learning
Mandarin* as well as another language,
often English, French, Spanish or Italian.
• Many of the colleges that focus their
educational investments on these minori-
ties, Dr. Keizs learned, are in Lijiang (3
million people) and Kumming (8 million)
in Yunnan province which is close to
Vietnam, Myanmar (Burma), and Thailand.
As China seeks to provide the right educa-
tional fit for bringing its minorities into the
economic mainstream China's central gov-
ernment invests heavily in economic devel-
opment for the minorities in this southeast-
ern China region.
Dr. Keizs had received an overview of
China's minorities issue in Beijing when
her group first arrived. The issue was
addressed by the Minister and the Deputy
Minister of Education who is a member of
a minority group.
While in Beijing, another Chinese
specialist briefed the group on the big inter-
national issues that are influenced by
China's relationships with the West:
Taiwan, North and South Korea, Japan, and
Tibet.
"We met many education specialists,
principals, faculty and students. While
China has no real community college
model, the group met college educators
who understand the benefits of the commu-
nity college as a springboard mechanism
for moving students into higher education.
That was really a nice plus on the trip," said
Dr. Keizs.
Despite the fact that the group trav-
eled to regions that were experiencing peak
heat or rain, Dr. Keizs found students, fac-
ulty, and administrators at colleges and
institutes that she visited to be curious,
focused, and ready to engage in invigorat-
ing exchanges. Depending on where the
group visited, Dr. Keizs said her hospitable
Chinese hosts made sure that their guests
were well taken care of. Knowledgeable
tour guides always accompanied them to
colleges, universities- and tourist sites they
"visited. Translators often made sure the
group could clearly understand overviews
of China's higher education system, sociol-
ogy, economics, and culture.
Dr. Keizs group viewed the sights in
Beijing by bus and on foot, walked on the
Great Wall outside of Beijing, surveyed the
terracotta warriors of Xi'an (buried stand-
ing up and discovered in the 1970s), inves-
tigated some of the archaeological treasures
of the Shaanxi Historical Museum, saw the
Big Wild Goose Pagoda, the symbol of
Xi'an, explored the Muslim night markets
in X'ian, and had an audience with the
Imam at the Great Mosque. At each stop on
the journey, the group collected insightful
opinions and memories of sights, sounds,
and smells.
Sponsored by The Fulbright Hayes
Special Seminar to China for leaders of
Minority Serving Institutions in collabora-
tion with the National Committee on
United States China Relations which is
based here in New York, the trip, which
included 12 members of higher education
institutions, was designed as a cultural
exchange.
Coordinators of the trip were Ralph
Hines of the Department of Education and
Jan Berris, Vice President of the National
Committee, on United States China
Relations: The trip's purpose was to give
U.S. educators a close-up view of the high-
er education system of China, a country
•with an official population of 1.3 billion
people.
For 2 days, Dr. Keizs and the group
were briefed by China specialists on educa-
tion, economics, diplomacy, history, and
culture in Washington. Then, they flew to
San Francisco and on to Beijing. •
Paying for education is only one part
of China's concern in financing its huge
economy. Dr. Keizs said one college
administrator told the group that China is
becoming concerned about its continued
ability to maintain its annual rapid growth
rate of 7% which it has experienced over
the last 20 years. Other questions Chinese
are asking are how long will China's high
rate of trade last? If there is a slump, how
will China continue to pay for the enor-
mous cost of urban development? What
about the urban rural divide between the
growth of a young, urban working, wealthy
class and poorer rural people? Looming
also is the matter of gender equity, the dis-
proportionate number of males to females.
Designs for the African Burial Ground Memorial on Display
For Public at Bronx Community College Until October 8
You are invited to view designs for an official memorial to the epic story of enslaved Africans of pre-Colonial NewYork, The designs are exhibited on the first floor of Meister Hall on the campus of Bronx Community College -
entrance off Hall of Fame Terrace at West 181st Street, between the hours of 9 a.m. and 5 p.m.
A selection committee under the sponsorship of the National Park Service and the U.S. General Services Administration is
requesting feedback from the public on the five competing designs for an official memorial to the epic story of enslaved
Africans of pre-Colonial New York. The skeletal remains of more than. 20,000 men, women and children rest in the African
Burial Ground in the vicinity of Duane Street and Broadway in lower .Manhattan.
Founded in 1625, the colony, located on the southern tip of Manhattan Island that would become New York City relied
heavily upon the labor of enslaved African workers to build the new settlement. For more information, please call (718) 289-
5145.




Eustace Pilgrim & Christopher Davis
Joseph DePace Architects
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By Zioness Dawn
Close to fifteen years ago,in the wee hours of themorning threelives
changed. One of those lives was
DeWright Johnson Jr., a City
College engineering student.
After dropping a male com-
panion off in the Patterson
Housing Projects on October 7,
1989, DeWright walked to
Morris Avenue with the inten-
tions of hailing a cab. His steps
were brought to a halt. Upon
exiting the projects, he came
upon his fiancee sitting in the
passenger seat of a car. The
driver was a man that had bran-
dished a weapon at DeWright in
the past, over the same woman.
After his discovery, DeWright
again tried to leave, but he was
stopped by his fiancee with an
explanation of why she was in
the car.
Thereafter, the driver exited
his car, a verbal dispute tran-
spired and again the driver
pulled his weapon and placed it
to DeWright's head.
With a heart of fear and a
body already filled with a bullet,
DeWright reached for the
weapon. A struggle ensued, and
he ended up with the gun.
Immediately, he made an
attempt to leave the scene.
While retreating, he witnessed
his attacker go into the passen-
ger side of his car, reach in, and
then exit with what appeared to
be another weapon.
DeWright instantly made an
attempt to flee, but his attacker
was persistent and pursued.
DeWright fired a warning shot
into the air, and his attacker
closed in, undeterred. In fear of
his life DeWright shot and a bul-
let lodged into the head of his
assailant, who later died. He
dropped the gun at the scene,
but no guns were ever found!
A clear case of self-defense
or justification? Wait, the story
gets better. DeWright's
assailant was a 24-year-old off-
duty police officer. Any less, is
it still self-defense when the ini-
tial aggressor is a trained mem-
ber of New York's finest?
DeWright turned himself
into the police the following
day. Ten weeks later he was
released on $25,000 bail. Two
years later he was offered a plea
of 2-to-6 years by the Bronx
District Attorney's Office if he
pled guilty. At the advice of his
then attorney, he refused the
plea, and he is currently upstate
in Eastern Correctional Facility
serving a sentence of 20 years
to life. Is this justice? How can
two years be adequate for the
District Attorney, but after exer-
cising his Constitutional right to
a trial, DeWright ended up with
life? Moreover, under Governor
Pataki's tough on crime parole
policy, DeWright will end up
doing 30 years or more.
Years after numerous
expensive appeals, and dozens
of appellate denials, documents
now reveal that his assailant was
a corrupt cop who at the least
raped a woman at gun point, and
fathered a child as a result of
that rape.
DeWright was no angel
himself, nor does he assume the
role of a victim, but he seeks
justice and for his case to be
heard with an impartial ear.
Since his incarceration he has
been a model prisoner, main-
tained academic and vocational
achievements that far exceeds
others in our deficient prison
system. Just recently he
authored "The Blueprints of
Prison Time," a comprehensive
guide for the incarcerated and
their families. He is a board
member of the Exodus
Transitional Program, a pro-
gram that our president has
acknowledged in his State of
the Union address. Also, he is
the chairman of the
Delinquency Intervention
Program, a program where
inner-city youth interact with
prisoners for the purpose of
detering delinquent behavior.
In cases such as DeWright
Johnson Jr., I have only one
question. When will these nobje
men .who are fathers,
sons,brothers, mentors, and pro-
ductive individuals, ever receive
justice?
Feel free to express your
opinions, support, or concerns
to DeWright Johnson Jr.
91A8117 Eastern Correctional
Facility Box 338 Napanoch,
Neww York 12458.
New Security Management & Criminal Justice Programs
At Bronx Community College
Looking for a way to start a securi-ty management or a criminal jus-tice career in law enforcement? As
security concerns grow nationwide, pri-
vate companies and police departments
continue to hire. Starting salaries range
from the mid-20s for police departments
and are considerably higher with large
corporations such as Con Edison, Chase,
and Citibank.
Educational requirements in the
fields of Security Management and
Criminal Justice have changed dramati-
cally in the last 20 years. In a recent sur-
vey of police chiefs, all the new hires
have at least a 2-year degree and one of
the chiefs was enrolled in a master's pro-
gram. 9/11 placed higher educational
demands on both fields and expanded
them dramatically as public and private
agencies added personnel to protect their
workplaces.
You can earn an Associate in
Science Degree in Security Management
or Criminal Justice at Bronx Community
College (BCC) of The City University of
New York, a degree that's fully articulat-
ed to CUNY's John Jay College of
Criminal Justice (also part of CUNY) and
other CUNY Colleges.
"In a hard job market, enrolling at
BCC may be a good way to get a leg up
into a Security Management or Criminal
Justice career," says Professor Franklin
Moore in Paralegal Studies.
"This CUNY program is unique in
the Greater Metropolitan area. Potential
students living or working in Bronx,
Westchester, Rockland, Orange, or other
nearby counties can conveniently register
at Bronx Community College. Take the
first two years of the Security
Management or the Criminal Justice pro-
gram - earn 60 credits - at Bronx
Community and then transfer to John Jay.
Provided you maintain a C average, you
will be immediately admitted into John
Jay's, 4-year bachelors' program in
Security Management or Criminal
Justice," adds Professor Moore.
Students who enter the program
through BCC can obtain exactly the same
credits as students who enroll directly at
John Jay College. BCC students will earn
a 2-year degree before transferring.
Registration and recruitment began this
summer and new students started this
fall.
Our transfer programs are recog-
nized by CUNY, SUNY, and other col-
leges. These new programs join others to
provide a rich array of transfer choices
for BCC students.
The security management field
seeks motivated individuals who can
anticipate security weaknesses; such as
how do you prevent and protect a partic-
ular building from attack, a computer net-
work, a data base, or power and transmis-
sion lines? Security management seeks to
train managers who can anticipate and
prevent security lapses. Those threats
might be of a catastrophic nature from
viruses, or hackers boring into computer
web systems, or corporate spying to
obtain trade secrets, mailing lists, and
other valuable private property.
In the past, security management
was often thought to mean putting an
armed guard in front of a bank. With
Homeland Security concerns today, the
Security Management field comprises an
ever expanding body of knowledge seek-
ing to provide expertise that protects
more than bank vaults.
Computers make the world far more
interconnected, more complex and full of
more vulnerabilities than ever dreamed
of 10 or 15 years ago. Bronx Community
College's Security Management Program
prepares individuals with basic knowl-
edge to be able to analyze threats and to
plan and put in place crime preventive
strategies and facilities departments.
Students who choose the Security
Management Program AS degree will
take liberal arts courses which will
include English, political science and his-
tory. They will take an Introduction to
Security course, Constitutional Law, and
Law for Security Personnel and an
Introduction to Security course which are
transferable based on your major.
Students who enroll in transfer programs
at BCC have a higher transfer rate than
the CUNY community college average
and higher first-term grade-point aver-
ages than the CUNY average.
"Faculty from John Jay come to
Bronx Community College to teach some
of the new courses," stated Professor
Moore. [For more information, you can
e-mail Professor Moore at
franklin.moore@bcc.cuny.edu or you can
call him at (718) 289-5588.] Efforts to
bring Security Management and Criminal
Justice to Bronx Community College
began 18 months ago with discussions
and negotiations between BCC and John
Jay to complete the curriculum and trans-
fer articulation says Dr. J. Juechter,
Project Director at Bronx Community
College's Office of Institutional
Offered
Development.
Those individuals who choose a
Criminal Justice AS degree will pursue a
liberal-arts core curriculum that includes
Constitutional Law and Criminal Law
and Procedure. The focus would be much
more on criminal justice, criminal proce-
dures, police procedures, constitutional
law, criminal law and procedures and a
variety of core courses that are designed
to aid individuals who desire to pursue a
career in Criminal Justice and want to go
into law enforcement by entering the
Police Academy.
"This will not just be any 60 credits;
BCC will be giving 60 credits which will
help individuals both at the police acade-
my and when they eventually become
law enforcement officers," notes
Professor Moore.
The Criminal Justice Program at
BCC is taught by individuals that include
attorneys from the District Attorney's
Office, judges and retired professionals.
BCC serves students of all ages. If
you are returning to school after an
extended absence, or if you are a recent
high school graduate, you will find the
support and academic challenge to make
you successful. This is a true marker of
BCC's efforts to assist its student body.
"We provide a very good academic
foundation. BCC offers a great deal of
support with regard to tutoring. We are
highly rated as far as academics," notes
Professor Moore.
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WHAT IKIES IT TAKE TO BECOME A
WINNING MANY FIGHTS TO PRO\^ THAT YOt'^ ARTIER FIGHTER?
HALVING ALL THE MONEY AND LUXURY A THE \ffORLD?
D0ING ̂ WMATBVpl ISNECESSARY TO GlT THE PlRSoSr P> WHOM
YOUR HEAfff DESIRES? J
I DON'T KS/ENJ KNOW...;; ,, ' |N , | r' ¥f :,.| ' :' ,/ •
THEY SAYJTHAT BEING YOURSELF AND DOING WHAT is RIGHT
WILL ALLpW, YOU TO BECOME A CHAMPION^ « f
THO0GH SOMEitMf I J THINK THAT IT"S NOT ALWAYS TRUE.
IF THAT IS MOT TRUE TO ME THEN WHAT IS ?
BUT WHlO' ITOJOSfOW FOR SURE IS THAT I AM STRUGGLING.
STRU0CjLING TO LIVE A PEACEFUL AND HUMBLE LIFE.
AND NOT f HpNTK OF MYSELF AS A CHAMPION NOR A SUPREME BEING.
^ t BUT ONLY HUMAN.
DERN FRANKENSTEIN
% t ?! BY ELLIS DOUGLASS
MODEJlN FRANKENSTEIN
THIS PHENOMENON HAS TAKEN SOME TIME AS WITH FRANKENSTEIN
VACANT MIN1>| FIND IT FOOLISH FOR VIEWING THE ANCIENT SIGNS
DESIGNS THE SIZE, BEYOND THE MINDS OF WISE GUY^"
EYES RECOGNIZE TRUTH IS ADVERTISING AS LIES
BESIDES THE SIDfil THAT CRITISIZES, DIVIDES US
THE PRIZE IS TO ANALYZE THEN DECIDE WHO DENIES US
REPUBLICAN FOR DEMOCRACY, PUNISHED FOR THIS HYPOCRISY
AS'lfDAN SEE, THE WORKING CIVILIANS INTHIS MONOPOLY
THE%ALUE OF LIFE IS LESS THAN PROPERTY
TO tllOSE WHO MAKE A MOCKERY BY RELYING ON FALSE
PROPHESY
MY DIS-EASE WITH DISEASES, THE CRUCIFICTION OF JESUJ
PLEDGING ALLEGIANCE TO A FACTITIOUS FACE THAT DECEIVES US
ONLY TO LEAVE US, IN A STATE






LET'S SEE WHAT LIFE HOLDS
LET'S OPEpUP PANDX>RA"S SCROJLLS
AW- ENDORSE EACH
.THE MERCURY SKIES
. .'. .. . ' 'BY .
AS I LAY ply£Y B^D I DREAM.
DREAM fF I BEING SO^IwHERj|̂
BEYOND |H|i&A(^H's6F
SOMEI^HERE S A P L A B CLODDED BY AMISOF DAJtK-
\LET'S ELEVATE OUR
AVHILE STRENdtHENINCf OUR BILLING SOULS WITH T p SKY BLUE J^)ON AND SPARKLING STARS.
WHERE i
I'M
» CARRllNG i MY NOT SO IffiAVY LOAD
I AM SLEEPING UNDER LIFE'S
'"'*• - WHi IS NOT TOO COLD THE MECURY SKIES IS IE PLAC^ I CALL.UPON WHEN
..
|O MANY STJ^RiES I HAVEN'T JOLD
AC» TAfcElS ONI OF. MY tJFE:s GOALS
UNDERiPRESURB I I^ILL HOLD
THE MERCURY SKIES IS A SACRpD PL ACE? WHERE ONLY
:••; ^ • • ' - - -':•'• ....-'.. * ' ,/V'V.I .•.-.-.,; ^ ' • a*; :-:r;is
AND WILL ALWAYS BE.
CALLING ALL CITIZENS!
October 8th is the deadline to register to vote to participate in the November 2nd
presidential election. Voting is one of the most important activities of a U.S. citizen. If you
are not registered to vote, or if you have moved recently, complete the form below and
bring it to Language Hall 16 by October 7th and we will deliver it to the Board of Elections.
TO REGISTER YOU MUST:
• Be a U.S. citizen.
• Be 18 years old by December 31st of the year in which you file , '
this form. (Note: You must be 18 years old by the date of the
general, primary or other election in which you want to vote.)
• Live at your present address for at least 30 days before an election,
• Not be in jail or on parole for a felony conviction.
• Not claim the right to vote elsewhere.
Your vote counts - Empower yourself!
NEW YORK STATE VOTER REGISTRATION FORM











Are you a U.S. citizen?
' Yes D No
an Absentee Ballot
D ~ ' '




Please print or type in blue or black ink
will be IS years oid on or before election day:
Yes D No O
If you answered NO, do not complete this form,
unless you will be 1 8
First Name
Address Where You Live (do not give P,0, address)
by the cad of the year.
Middle Initial Suffix
Apt No. Ciiy/Town/Vilkge
Address Where You Get Your Mail (if different from above)
Date of Birth





P,Q, box, star rte., e$c.
Home Tel Number (optional}
•
Your Address was (give house number, street, and city)
Under the aame (if different from your aams
Choose a Party — Check one box




Q WORKING FAMILIES PARTY ,
D OTHER (write in)




in order to vote
in a primary
election, you
must be enrolled i





Q Yes, I would like to be an Election Day Worker




Post Office Zip Code
ID Number • Check the applicable box and provide your number
pi New York Driver's r~] Last four digits of your
*-"• License Number '•"' Social Security number
-4
r~i I do aot have a Mew York driver's license number or a
*"** Social Security number.
AFFIDAVIT: I swear or affirm that
* I am a citizen of the United States.
* I will have lived in the county, city, or village for at least 30 days before the election.
* I meet ali requirements to register to vote in New York State.
• This is my, signature or mark on
2 * The above information is true, I
fined up to $5,000 and/or jailed




ynderstaod that if it is not true I can be convicted aad







Please do not write in this space Bag.
